Book Reviews
Abe J. Dueck, Movirzg Beyorld Secessiorz: DejrzirzgRzissin~zMe~lrzorzite
Bretl~rerzMissiorz nrzd IderztiQ, 1872-1922 (Winnipeg, MBIHillsboro,
KS: Kindred Productions, 1997). Pb., Pp. 179.
An important part of the archivist's taslc is nlaking the nlaterials within lusher collections accessible to a wider circle of scholars and interested readers. Abe Dueck has
done this in an exemplary fashion in the present collection of early Mennonite Brethren
docuinents, wllic11 have been translated and provided with annotation and an introd~iction. Two of these doc~unents,the so-called "Explanation" (1916) and a copy of the
"Constitution of the Evangelical Menno-nite Confession"(l917), appeared as appendices to an earlier article by Dueck, "Mennonites, the Russian State and the Crisis of
Brethren and Old Church Relations in Russia, 1910-19 18" (filennonite Qiinl.ter.ljj
Reviels, October, 1996), but are given a wider context in this volume. Beside the
introduction, the book contains statistical information in the fonn of lists of congregations and conventions, maps fi-om around 1905, and extant ~ninutesof annual
conventions. Most interesting for general readers will be the written exchanges between c l ~ ~ rleaders
c l ~ like Heinrich Braun, David Epp, and Peter M. Friesen. Their
titles, "Mennonites or Baptists?", "How is this Possible?", and "On the Mennonite
Question" indicate the strong feelings that acco~npaniedthe ongoing debates about
Melluonite Brethren identity. Together with the earlier article cited above, Dueclc's
introduction provides a good narrative baclrground for the reading of these documents. The published docu~nentstell us in detail about the missionary activities of
the Brethren, including pay-scales. The inclusion of "critical" prefaces to the 1882
convention by the Russians, Kalnev and Skvortzov, give the reader a sense of the
hostility of the authol-ities to the "proselytizing activities" of the Brethren, along with
the Baptists and Stundists.
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Considering the circunistances surrounding the birth of the Mennonite Brethren
Church in 1860, when new, revivalist worship combined with staid Memionite practice, leading, as Dueclc says, to "very disorderly conduct in worship and the emergence of despotic religious leadership" (3), it is instructive to see how an evangelical Mennonite church in fact emerged in the succeeding decades, albeit by a convoluted path.
Victor G. Doerksen
Kelowna. BC

Robest Hen and Judy Ziill~llei~nall
Hel-s, eds., Dansfor17zirzgKolence:
Linln'ng Local a17clGlobal Peacenzaln'ng (Scottdale, PA: Herald Press,
1998). Pb., Pp. 256.
Carolyll Sclu-ock-Shenkand Lawrence Ressler, eds.,bfaliir7gPeace ~litli
Corzjlict: Practical Skills for Corzjlict Pansfor-777atiorz (Scottdale, PA:
Herald Press, 1999). Pb., Pp., 200.
These two recent books published by Herald Press illalee it clear that the
Mennonite comnn~itn~ent
to peace has come a long way from the traditional stance of
quietisnl and withdrawal. Tlansfor.ming T4oler1ce: Lirlliir~gLocal a17d Globnl
Peacerllalcir~greaffirms the call to the "third way" of nonviolence while highlighting a vast array of largely unknown expressions of this c o ~ m i t m e n t .As the title
implies, the volunle pa~ticularlyemphasizes the value of leanling from the efforts of
those labouring "behind the scenes" at tlie local or "unofficial" levels of peacemalcing around the world. Maliing Peace 1sit11Cor~Jlict:Pr.actica1 Sliills for. Cor!flict
Tlnnsjol~nlation,on the other hand, focuses attention on living peace in our daily
intelyersonal and institutional relationships as found in our Inore immediate NOI-th
American context.
The books share a colnnlon overall elliphasis, however, on the need to begin
one's pursuit of peace by giving humble attention to the conflict in one's own life
and co~nniunityand by cultivating a broader vision for right relationships the world
over. The goal of developing "expert" conflict resolution skills, then, is consistently portrayed as secondaly. This is not to say that these books call into question
the body of knowledge and practice tlyt lias flourished dralllatically in the last
decades in areas such as nonviolent action, conflict analysis, and mediation. On
the contrary, a diverse group of contributors explore the tools and conceptual
franleworlcs of these fields in detail as they are being applied in a wide range of
contexts
In the final analysis, however, we are reminded that to worlc for peace - whether
interpersonally, in our coimliuiiities, or around tlie globe - is to engage a task which
requires, above all else, enornlous spiritual discipline. It is by rooting our approach

in an honest, supportive, diverse, and accountable network of relationships - in
being "lcnown" by God and our conmunity, as Carolyn Schrock-Shenk puts it (1999,
26) -that we lnalce both a spirit of humility and sustained collunitlnent over time and
through "failure" possible. Of course, it should hardly be surprising that boolts
published, edited, and largely written by Mennonites should contain an emphasis
on healthy coininunity as the seedbed in which peace can take root. It may come as
more of a surprise, however, to realize the extent to which this ethos has apparently
so deeply imbued the actual strategies used by practitioners "on the ground."
This relationally grounded approach is found throughout E~atzsfor7ningKOlence. Edited by Robert H e n and Judy Zi~n~nennan
Herr, Co-Directors of the International Peace Office of the Mennonite Central Coininittee, this voluine is actually
quite ecumenical in flavour. It contains contributions from the Catholic, Orthodox
Christian, Dutch Refonned, and Muslim commnunity, ainong others. Nevertheless, a
strong peace church influence predominates.
The book is divided into four sections. In the first section, Foundatioiw,fot. n
Jzlst Peace, writers fi-om a diverse range of traditions powerfully rearticulate the
case for a spiritually grounded colnlnitlnent to nonviolence. Jim Forrest opens the
book, for example, by reminding us that the Church, prior to becoming "the most
favoured religion of the einpire," was fiilnly committed to nonviolence (26). Interspersing scriptural exposition with the wisdom of the Ortl~odoxsaints, he paints a
beautifill picture of peaceinalting grounded in the spiritual life. Forrest concludes
that "the love of enemies is not simply an aspect of Christian life but 'the central
criterion of true faith and of real co~nlnunionwith God, the lover of souls, the lover
of humankind . . . . Through Christ's love, everyone is made an inseparable part of
our own, eternal existence"' (29).
In A Local Cu1tzrl.e of Pence, the reader learns about grass-roots efforts at
peacemaking being undertaken in Bosnia, South Africa, and Northeastern Kenya.
DeMla Ibrahiln and Jan Jenner, for example, inspire us with the story of a group of
local Muslim women in Wajir District of Kenya who, working from "'a heart for
peace' rather than training in conflict resolution," successfully engage the diverse
and conflicted groups in their co~ninunity(146). We follow their steps as they
slowly but steadily re-channel what was beco~ningan increasingly violent ethos
into energy for dialogue and an evolving culture of peace.
The potential of church organizations to contribute to global peace, the role of
nonviolent civilian peace teams, and the need to develop a Inore integrated and
long-term understanding of our task are all explored in the third section. The
comlnon thread in A Global Czllt~~1.e
of Peace is found, once again, in the call to
invest in relationship building with the whole spectruin of players in a conflict.
The final section of the book, Peacenznlcitzg itz Eczltlzelzical Perspective, consists of a single chapter by Lauree Hersch Meyer. Meyer suggests that worlters
from Western-based peace churches have been profoundly affected by living
among, working with, and learning to honour peacemakers from other traditions.
She concludes that these experiences are engendering a broader shift from deductive to inductive reasoning in our theology whereby we are being increasingly
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humbled, nloved to accept the contextually specific li~nitationsof what we lcnow
about faith and peace. In other words, the same values that prompt us to build
partnerships of healing in our peace work conlpel us to take up the challenge of
engaging in genuine ecumenical and interfaith dialogue.
It is a fitting conclusion to a good book. And, altl~oughit occasionally feels
somewhat disjointed in tenns of flow and one or two writers dally too long in the
inlpractical, deductive realm, it is a very wortl~yread. Post-secondary educators
focusing on peace studies and conflict resolution and lay people who are simply
interested in peace and justice work will find much of value and interest here. A
number of chapters would also be very suitable for the adult Sunday scl~ooland
small group church contexts.
The first evidence of Malciilg Peace wit11 CoiiJlict's emphasis on the importance of building relationships and listening to the ~narginalizedis found before one
even begins reading in the diversity of writers represented in the boolc. Editors
Carolyn Sclwoclc-Shenk and Lawrence Ressler, both Mennonites born into the tradition, have succeeded in giving space to voices which have too often been silenced within the Mennonite conxn~~nity.
The book includes eight female writers,
numerous "non-ethnic" Mennonites, and at least four persons of colour (but only
two Canadians!).
While these numbers may seen1 insignificant, they represent a noticeable departure fko~nthe usual pattern of Mennonite publishing on "domestic" peace issues whereby the vast majority of contributors are of European, etlmic Mennonite
descent. As such, a boolc which focuses a great deal of attention on the role of
identity, culture, and power in conflict succeeds in "practicing what it preaches."
And as that great Canadian Marshall McCluhan wrote, "the ~nedirunis the message."
The book itself is divided into five sections. The first section, Foundations of
CorlJlict Trai~sforiilatioii,lays the groundworlc. While all three contributions here
are solid, Scl~oclc-Shenk'scritical opening chapter is particularly strong. Beginning with a lucid discussion of connectedness to God and others as "the essence of
life," the writer hunlbly shares dimensions of her own interpersonal struggles,
prompting the reader to a parallel level of reflection. The ease of the reading here
belies the profound i~nplicationsSchrock-Shenk's words cany for one's basic understanding of conflict and, indeed, life as a whole.
In Coi~~ii~l~ilicatioii
aiid Coiijlict Tra~~sforinatioii,
the focus shifts to the practical tasks of listening, speaking, and interpersonal dialogue. Again, the writing is
simple, accessible, and profound. Valerie Weaver-Zercher's exploration of why
some people do not speak out often or forcefully enough while others speak too
often and forcehlly is especially striking. The brilliance here lies in her insight that
while the sympto~nsmay be different, the underlying causes of these conditions are
often quite similar. In addition, unlike many authors who address themes of interpersonal conununication, she sea~nlesslyweaves in a consideration of the degree to
which membership in particular societal groupings can either facilitate or constrain
one's ability to speak out.
The next section, Struggling with the Tension, takes the reader beyond com-

munication, which brings problelns to the surface, to the task of creating healing.
Echoes of Forrest are heard in Dean Peachey's collclusion in chapter 7 that "living
and worlcing well with conflict is first about who we are as people, rather than about
a particular set of sltills and strategies. Regular time devoted to deepeiliilg a spirihial life and building physical and elllotioaal health is critical . . . . " (1999, 94).
With three excellent chapters on the topics of Syste~iiicPower; Race and Po1ve7;
and P o ~ v e ~
Gerlcle~;
;
a d Co~!flict,the fourth sectioil is perhaps the no st important.
Iris de Leon-Haltshonl, for example, co~ltributesa ~luallcedand sophisticated discussio~lof the role of syste~nicpower in conflict. Creatively drawing 011 scripture,
she also weaves in her persolla1 stories of oppression as a Mexican-American
woman within the systems of do~llillantAillerica~lculture and the Mellilo~lite
church. Her insights are bound to make solne readers ~uncomfortable. However, if
the M e ~ l ~ l o ~ lelnphasis
ite
on servanthood has inhibited talk about power, as the
editors' section preface suggests, then this disco~nfortcan be a necessary harbinger of growth witllin our c o ~ n ~ n ~ i ~ ~ i t y .
The book's final section is entitled Application o f Co~!flictE~ar1sfo1~riiatior2.
Here, writers explore efforts to work through conflicts in the family, the church, and
around the world. While all four chapters are insightf~~l,
the two chapters by Richard Blaclcbunl/Dave Brubalcer and Alastair McKay on congregational conflict and
decision-making are pa~ticularlypractical. In the final chapter 011 Global Cor!jlict,
Gerald She& traces the Mennonite joullley fro111 an avoidance of warfare, to assisting in the devastating afte~lnathof violence, to proactively engaging in efforts to
prevent war and cultivate reconciliation. The te~lsiollbetween celebratillg a rich
and expanding heritage of peace~nakiilgand reinai~li~lg
rooted in huinble faith reemerges in Shenlc's closing assertion that the respect Mennollites have garnered as
peacebuilders "can never be reduced to technique alone ... Our witness grows froin
faith, fi-om uilderstandillgs of sin and redelnptio~lhillled inside-out for the sake of the
world" (192).
This su~nmationfits well the themes prevalent throughout both voluines reviewed here. And, like T~.ansfor.riiingKolence, post-seconda~yeducators in peace
and conflict sh~dieswould do well to get a copy of .Maln'ng Peace nlitA Corljlict.
The latter volume, however, is Inore clearly relevant to the layperson in the North
Alnerica~lpew than anything this reader has yet encountered. For Me~monites,it
takes peacelllaking fro111 so~nethi~lg
that MCC does "out there" to solnethillg we all
need to engage "right here and now." Furthennore, it is a concrete ~nanifestatio~l
of
the uilderlyi~lgmessage of both boolts: true peaceinalci~lgstarts in our hearts, in our
own backyards, and i11 our willi~lgnessto enter into hu~nbleand respectful relationships with those rooted in other cultures and traditions. As such, it fills something
publishing efforts. It is to be especially reco~ninelldedto
of a gap in Me~l~lo~lite
faculty, pastors, lay leaders, church coullcil members,
conference leaders, se~ni~lary
adult Sunday school teachers, and church small groups of all denominations.
Dave Dyclt
Halifax. NS

Edgar Stoesz and Muliel Stacldey, G a r h i iri tl~eWilderness:Mennonite
Conmizaiities in the Pnrngtinynn Cl~nco192 7-1997 (Winnipeg: CMBC
Publicatioas, 1999).Pp. xiii, 219.
Earlier generations of North Alllerican Mennonites were well-acquainted with
the stoiy of their coreligionists inhabiting the "green hell" of the Paraguayan Chaco.
In the Mennonite press, they could read ongoi~lgaccounts of escapes from Russia,
the successive foundillg of three Meilnonite colollies in an isolated region of a
poor South Alnerican nation, and lllission efforts anlong Indian groups encountered there. They heard reports from Me~liloniteCentral Colnlllittee woskers who
assisted the refi~gees.They received into their communities those who had abandoned the Chaco struggle.
Today, the story is less familiar. The life-and-death dranla is over; the
Mennonites of the Chaco are no longer needy. The very success which ensured
self-sufficiency and prosperity has senloved them frolll newsworthiness in the wider
Me~liloniteworld.
Still, the history of the Meniloilite coin~n~~ilities
in Paraguay re~nainsfascinating
and ii~~portailt
for Mennonitism. A new generation of English readers can therefore
be gratefill to have a fresh atld attsactive retelling in this book.
Authors Edgar Stoesz, longti~llead~ninistratorwith Mennonite Central Committee, and Muriel Stackley, pastor and fonller editor of The Mennonite, intend their
account to be celebrative. The fonnat enhances their aim. This is a coffee table
book, 8 112 by 11 inches in size, containing an abundance of photographs and
maps, a good bibliography, a storytelling style, and iilfollllative tidbits scattered
along the margins. The book is a pleasure to browse in as well as to read.
The book opens with a brief history of Paraguay. The various groups who came
to live side by side in the Chaco are then introduced through the stories of an
individual or fanlily who represent that group. Canadian Mennonites came to Paraguay in 1926 to found Me11110 Colo~ly;Russian Me~lno~lites
who illanaged to get
out of Russia via Moscow or China established Fenlheiin Colony in 1930; Lengua
Indians indigenous to the Chaco befriended the Mennonites; post-World War I1
Meilnonite refi~geesfonned the Neuland Colony in 1947; and Navacle Indians who
heard of the new white settlers migrated to the Chaco from the south.
The subsequent development and interaction of these groups is presented
thematically (under economics, Indians, education, health, infrastructure, religion,
service and mission, and governance.) Two transfonnations are described.
One is the adaptation to and alteration of the Chaco environ~nentthat made it
possible for the Mennonites to reconstruct the kind of community, chmch, and
cultural life they preferred-to experience, in short, a sense of well-being once
again. This involved sheer grit and some fortunate circulnstances such as the
infusion of capital on credit, the introduction of buffel grass for the cattle industry,
and the building of a highway to the capital.
The other is the radical change experienced by the native peoples as they

adopted Mennonite religious beliefs and were settled in faillliilg ~0111111~i11ities
within
and around the colonies. They have been drawl1 illto economic, educational, and
health stmchires profoundly uillilce what they had know11 earliei-.
Stoesz and Staclcley inove caref~llly,even gingerly at times, between the
triumphalist and troublesome memories that coillprise the history. They declare this
is a celebratoiy loolc and clearly adinire the achievements of their subjects. Bow
after bow goes to the holders of pioneer memories-to those who stuck it out and
succeeded (and, by implication, vindicated the MCC's investillent in tl~em).But a
sense of integrity, perl~aps,lceeps them iilsertiilg reillinders of the "shadows" here.
They also work hard to malce the native co~ll~nunities
an integral part of both written
and photographic text.
"Chaco Mennonites," they write in their section on the cu1Tei1t situation, "look
ahead with a sureness bordering on arrogance." Stoesz a ~ l dSh~ckleycoLullter this
smugness by reflecting on the Mennonites' vl~l~lerability
in their adopted country
b e c a ~ ~ sofe their relative affluence. They muse that the "queen of the night" cachls
flower, which b l o o i ~ ~oilly
s one night, may syillbolize the fragility of the Meililoilite
pi-esence i11 the Chaco.
There are seine errors in the book, such as i~~isidentificatioi~s
of people on
photos. In sum, however, this is an iilterestiilg and tho~~ght-provoking
overview for
Noi-th Aillericail readers. It co~l~~llemorates
a coillplex history that deserves continued interest, both in popular and scholarly writing.
Dora D ~ ~ e c l c
Winnnipeg, MB

Walter I<laassen, Ar71zagerEcEor7arid the Peaceable Kir7gdorl1(Scottdale,
PA: Herald Press,1999). Pp. 288.
As we leave the second m i l l e ~ ~ n iA.D.
~ ~ m, speculatio~labout the end of this age
has risen to a high pitch (as it did at the end of the first inilleniliuin). Walter
Klaassen, foi-iner pastor and professor at Bethel College, as well as Coilrad Grebe1
College, and now in retirement, reflects seriously on themes that have occupied his
mind for lllaily years. For Meililo~litehistoiy buffs it will be of interest, that Walter
is a great-grandson of Martin Klaassen, who, together with hundreds of other
Mennonites, left South Russia in 1880 to illalee the disastrous trek to Turkestail
~111der
the leadership of Claus Epp, with the the hope of finding refuge during the
coming tribulatio~land to be prepared for the return of Christ.
Klaassen challenges the illany self-styled "prophets" in our day who are unsettling the church with their predictioils of the end of the world in the year 2000 (a
view based largely on the coilcept of a "world-week"). He challenges, in particular,
the heillleneutics of disper~satioi~alists,
inally of whom are coilviilced that the establishment of the state of Israel in 1948 is a sure sign that the end is near.
The author points out that the "forecasters" of our day are not all that unique,

for they have nlany forel-unners in the histo~yof the cl~urch. Chapter one begins
with a survey of end-time i~ltespretationsin four periods of histo~y.,100-400 (the
period of the Church Fathers); 400-1200 (when Henry IV was identified as antichrist
and the Holy Ro~nanEmpire began to split apart); 1200-1650 (beginning with
Frederick 11, who was seen to be antichrist and leading up to the Protestant Reformation. During the Refonnation both the papacy and the Muslim T ~ ~ rwere
l c candidates for Antichrist. So~lleAnabaptists also got caught up in end-times speculation, and the debacle at Muenster (1534) gave the nlovenlent a bad name).
In the period 1650-1997 forecasters of the End continued to set dates. Perhaps
the inost influential person, whose system of interpreting the Scriptures lends itself
to such prognosticatio~~s,
was John Nelson Darby (1800-1882). Darby brought his
l~enneneuticalsytein to America, where schools, prophecy conferences, and particularly the Scofield Reference Bible (1909) spread his teachings on end-times. His
prenlille~lnialdispensatio~lalis today popular in churches all around the world.
In Chapter Two Klaassen seelts to show the difference between prophecy and
prediction. Although this is an inlpo~tantdistinction, I would question soine of
Klaassen's exanlples of how sonle of the predictions, made by biblical prophets,
were not fillfilled (even Paul, he claims, was mistalcen, 48). in this chapter the author
also reviews a series ofpopular books on endtiines (Lindsey, Goetz, et al.), as well as
TV progranls (such as that of the van Iinpes), which confuse and unsettle believers.
Chapter Three is a critical review of how nlodem forecasters use (or abuse) the
Scriph~resto establish the approxiinate (sometimes even exact) date of the End. Tile
two biblical books that most often serve as the basis for such prognostications are
Daniel and Revelation. When current events are "matched" with biblical texts the
Scriphlres are distorted. This, as Klaassen points out, has been done all through
the centuries and so far has always turned out to be a wrong use of the Bible.
111Chapter Four our author discusses pren~illennialviews of the rapture and the
regime of antichrist that is to follow. The division of Christ's parousia into two
separate comings, one before and the other after the so-called tribulation, IClaassen
correctly points out, is not nlade by NT writers.
Chapter Five is an analysis of Daniel's "seventy wee1ts"-often used as a basis
for the view that there will be seven years of tribulation following the so-called
raph~reof the church, years in which antichrist has his way. This view, I<laassen
points out, stands in contradiction to 2 Thessalonians 2, where it is stated that the
Man of Lawlessness (antichrist) wil be destroyed at Christ's parousia.
According to dispensationalists, Israel moves to centre-stage after the rapture
of the cl~urcl~.
Even the Jeiusalenl tenlple is to be rebuilt (altl~oughthe New Testament lu~owsnothing of a rebuilding of the temple, b n ~only
t
of its destmction). The
seven-year tribulation which is (according to Darby) to follow the rapture, ends
with A~~negeddon.
(Klaassen con-ectly points out that Annageddon should not be
viewed as a geographical location in the land of Israel, but is a sy~nbolicalnallle for
the final showdown between God and the forces of evil.) A~~llageddon
is also
portrayed in Revelation 19 by the Rider on the white horse (Clvist), who in the end
defeats all the enemies of God. (Kiassen finds it hard to accept this picture of the

co~ningChrist, for it contradicts, as he p ~ ~it,t sthe Gospels in which Christ teaches
us to love our enemies. I would want to talce issue with this view.)
In Cllapter Six our author exanlines inillellilia1 predictions in which Revelat101120
(the only passage which spealcs of a nlillenniu~llexplicitly) is interpreted by
dispensationalists in the light of Old Testallle~ltpiophecies about the f~itureof
Israel-a glorious period here on earth during whicl~Christ reigns from his capital,
Jen~salem. What is overloolced in such inteipretations is that the OT must be
understood in the light of the New and not the other way round. It is hei~neneutically
wrong to read seeillingly unfulfilled OT pronlises into Revelation 20: 1-10.
In Part Two of this voluine (chapters 7-12) IClaassen presents what he sees as a
nlore biblical view of end-times. Several chapters are devoted to the fi~nda~nental
theme of "the lcingdoln of God," as seen both in the OT and particularly in the
Gospels. In Chapter Ten he discusses the present and future aspects of the Kingdon1 of God and points out, that there are no "time references" in the Scriptures that
spealc of the lcingdonl of God in its fi~turisticdimension. In this conilection Klaasseil
discusses the somewhat enigmatic passage in Rolnans 1 1, in which Paul expresses
the hope that in the end "all Israel shall be saved (v. 25). In IClaassen's view, this can
refer only to those Jews who are true children of Abraham, i.e. the believers, and
does not refer to a a national conversion of Israel sonle time in the fi~tureprior to
Christ's return. Also, he points out that there is no reference in the NT to Israel's
retun1 to the land and the re-establishment of a Jewish state. OT protllises of
Israel's restoration, as he points out, are transmuted in the NT into the hope of a
"better country" (Hebrews, 11).
In Chapter Eleven Klaassen focuses on the last book of the Bible. I find it hard
to accept his evaluation of the boolc as "dangerous" because of its violent and
vengefi~lvisions" (238). Klaassen is right in emphasizing that Revelation does not
supply us with a "clu-onological path" through history, but it has an abiding message for all generations.
In his last chapter, Klaassen, who has been hard on dispensationalists throughout the book, challenges Cl~istianswho are feeling too much "at home" in this
world, to wake up spiritually and not to lose their bearing by accepting secular ways
of thi~lking.
There is ~lluchfood for thought in this volume of nearly 300 pages, and it's a
very ti~nelybook, given the fact that speculations about the end of the world are
running wild. I find myself in agreement with the basic tlmst and enlphases of
IClaassen's boolc. He is particularly good when it coines to historical overviews.
Here and there, however, I would beg to differ with him on his treatment of solne of
the texts of the NT. I would higllly recolnlneild this volume to our readers. Herald
Press has put us in its debt by publishing this attractive volume on the important
subject of eschatology.
David Ewert
Abbotsford. BC
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Lydia Neufeld Hardel; Obedience, Szlsyicior~alid tlze Gospel ofMar-lc:
A Mennonite-Fe17iir7istExplor~~tion
of Biblical A~ltliori@.
(Waterloo:
Wilfiid Lamier Press, 1998). Pp. 168.
I can thiilk of no one better suited to write a monograph on the co~npleme~ltarity
of the two heril~eneuticco~n~nutlities
of Mennonites and Feiniilists than Lydia
Neufeld Harder. A scholar of note in the area of feminist inte~pi-etation,Professor
Harder directs the Torollto Mennoilite Tlleological Centre in the Toronto School of
Theology.
Her particular collcerll in the book, I gather, is to forge a link between the
inteipretive practice of the Me~lilo~lite
c o ~ n ~ n u i ~and
i t y that of the feminist community. After laying out in solne detail-in three chapters-the parailleters and principles guiding each of the two l~ei-~neneutic
communities, Harder explores the gospel
of Mark in an attempt to demonstrate how the henneneutics of obedience/discipleship (Mennonite) can merge syinpathetically with the hei~neneuticsof suspicioil
(fefeminist) while suppoi-ting the co~lvictioilabout the authority of the Bible. The
authority of the Bible does not, indeed cantlot, be an oppressive authority over
inillorities or disenfranchised ineinbers of the community.
Using John Howard Yoder as key representative spokesperson for the
Meililonite henneneutic co~ninuilityand Elizabeth Schiissler Fioreilza for the feminist henneneutic community, Lydia Harder exainiiles critically the l~enlleneutical
pi-inciples of both co~llmunities.A major weakness of the Me~lilollitehenneneutic
coininunity is the laclc of fill1 i~lvolve~neilt
of all ineinbers in the inteipretive process.
Despite the emphasis on co~ninunalthought and life, the R4elmonite community
hei-~neileuticevolves ail authority of one group dominating another, thus stifling
the authority of the life-giving Spirit in the process. The feminist hei-~lleneuticcan,
in its own way, exclude voices (especially nlale voices) froin the interpretive discussion. But there is a redee~ningfeature in each of the two communities. In the
Mennonite henneneutic the idea of obedieilce/discipleship growing out of the reading process is strongly desirable, so long as it inai~ltainsits 11011-oppressive, lifegiving orientation. The feiniilist hei~lleneuticof suspicioil gives a measure of assurance that doininatioil froin traditional iilteipretatioil will be iuled out of the interpretive result, viz. tl~eology.The feiniilist hei-ineneutic represented in Schiissler
Fiorenza's women-church operates on the premise of a discipleship of equals. 111corporating this principle of discipleship into the Mennonite coininunity
heimeneutic of obedience provides an appropriate checli and balance to the potential for oppressive dorninatioil within thk cominuility.
I found Harder's synthesis of the two henneneutics, explicated rather eloqueiltly
in the first three of her four main chapters, to be appealing, although her suspicion
of "transcendental statements" and "appeals to ~iiliversality"could do with further
explication ( 20). For example, Bernard Lonergan's work on transcendental (or general) method was noticeably absent fi-om the discussion; an absence all the more
surprising by the presence of a huge Lonergan resource within the context of the
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Toronto School of Theology. Lonergan's ~~~ethodological
"rock" would have contributed greatly to Harder's effort to bring together a he~meneuticsof discipleship
of suspicion (more so, in my view, than Gadamer's work on "the
with a he~~neneutics
continuity of meaning" (1 5).
One would expect that the denlonstration of the synthesis of the two l~ennene~~tical
models would shine through in the iilterpretation of Mark in chapter four of
the book. But that expectation meets some disappo~ntment.Allowa~~ce
nlust be
given for the difficult task of interpreting the whole Gospel of Mark in one chapter.
Still, one counts 011 a clear delnonstration of the value of the hernleneutics of
suspicion to upset the traditional interpretation. I failed to see much of that. Harder
explored two parables in particular to make two major points froin her reading of
Mark. The parable of the sower (Mark 4) was nlade to illustrate "the creative fi~nction of kingdom power" (104ff), and the parable of the "wicked tenantstbeloved
son" (Mark 12) "the s~ibversivefunction of kingdom power" (1 16ff). On the second
po~iltfi-om her reading of the parable of the "wicked tenantsheloved son", I found
it odd that Harder fell so easily into the traditional, allegorical interpretation of the
parable of the "wicked tenants" (so-called traditionally). The rich vineyard planter1
owner, who lives far away fro111 his vineyard, is viewed as God. The tenants (religious leaders presumably) are wicked because they revolt violently against the
clainl that God has on their lives and livelihood fro111the allegorical vineyard. Harder
fails to see that God responds to violence with inore violence in the parable thus
interpreted: God destroys the tenants and gives the tenancy to "others". If we are
united to God in his work, as Harder suggests, how are we to respond to sinlilar
situations? In suppol-t of her hermeneutics of suspicion in reading this parable, I
would suggest that Professor Harder consult such sources as Williain Herzog 11,
Pa~.aDlesas S~lbvel.siveSpeech: Jesrn as Pedagogue o f the 0ppr.essed. I recognize,
of course, that Harder is interpreting redactional Mark, not the historical Jesus
behind the text of tile Gospel. In that way, as well, she sides with the post-Jesus
tradition of the church in her he~~neneutics
of obedience to Jesus. One is left wondering how successfi~lis the marriage of the two he~meneuticalmodels.
this study to all
Despite these few criticisms of the book, I strongly reco~n~nend
who dare to live authentically in the present church and world.
V. George Shillington,
Concord College

Jo1111J. Friesen, trans. and ed., Petel-Rieder7znlzrz b Hz~tteriteCor?fession
of Faith. (Waterloo, ON and Scottdale, PA: Herald Press, 1999). Pp.
264.
Few refonners of the radical tradition have exerted so long and powerful an
influence on their followers as has Peter Riedemann. His Confession has served as

the guide for colnlnunal living for the Hutterites for inore than four centuries; at the
same time, non-Hutterites will find that the treatise provides biblical and historical
bases for the view of Christian living outlined in the text.
Friesen has given us a very readable tra~lslationof Riedemann's work. Earlier
trai~slations,such as that published by the Society of Brothers in 1970, retained an
outdated English style; Friesen's inodern version is lucid and engaging. Both for
its conteilt and style, the boolc deselves wide reading.
An i~npostantaddition to Riedemann's text is provided by Friesen's iilfol~native
review of Riedemann's life and the historical setting for this boolc. Bonl in Silesia in
1506, Riedelnallil soon became an advocate of radical religious refonn, and, as a
result, was sent to prison early in his adult life This was oilly the first of several
incarcerations. It was during his i~nprisollinelltin Hesse (1540-42), that he wrote his
Confession. So011 after his release, he became the leader of the Hutterite c o m m ~ ~ n i ties in Moravia and relnailled that until his death in 1556.
Riedeinalln benefitted fToi11 the relatively tolerant policies of Philip of Hesse
and, in addition to writing his lnajor work, cai-sied 011 a collsiderable conespondeilce while confined to prison. Friesen tells 11s that Riedemann's chief reason for
writing his inagiluln opus was to info1111 Philip about the cominuilal Anabaptists.
Like a llulnber of other Refonnation-era documents, the Coilfession includes an
extensive tl~eologicalsection built around the Apostles' Creed. It colltaiils numerous refereilces to Scripture and the Apocrypha. Not surprisingly, Riede~nannoften
reflects a theological view that is orthodox, especially when discussing the Trinity.
He has no problein with concepts associated with koi~loozrsiosor,filioq~re.He will
have 110 part of Arianism, even though some Anabaptists were charged with that
heresy.
In a niulnber of instances, Riede~nannplaces special elnphasis on inte~yretations often associated with Anabaptists but different froin those of Luther and
Calvin. Thus, when writing about original sin, Riede~nannrefers to a "tendency
toward evil" (92) but asserts that it is not the cause of "etemal death" (93). It
should be noted that solnetilnes the references to original sill are somewhat ambiguous; perhaps that is why Friesen collcludes that Riede~nanndoes indeed assert that original sin "is the cause o f . . . etenlal death" (49).
In typical Anabaptist terminology, Riedeinailn insists that baptism is only for
those who have come to faith. He also states that pouring is the inode used. In
keeping with Hutterite teaching, Riedelnann places great emphasis on colninunal
living; indeed, without coinlnunity of goods, there cannot be fiill spiritual cominunity. For him, private property constitutes a virtually insunnountable barrier to
fellowship with God and within the coininuility of believers. Similarly, Riedeinanil
insists that the nature of the colninunity of the faithful does not allow ine~nbersto be
n~lersin a "worldly society" (134), or to pay war taxes (136).
In the latter part of the Confession, Riedeinam elaborates on several themes raised
earlier; now however, he places special emphasis on the need to be separate froin what
he regards as a society in disobedience to God. At the same time, he re-emphasizes
the need for a closely-knit co~nlnunitythat expresses love, coin~nunalliving, spir-

i h ~ a lshariilg, coillnlunity worship and ca~iilgfor each other's needs. This includes
concern for the education of children. All of them are to experience the love of a
sirpposting coinn~i~nity,
and to lean1 to read and write. Dming this process, love and
service of God and the cornillunity are to fo11n the core of all teaclling.
Tra~lslatio~l
of 16th cenh~rydocuments often calls for interpretation in a historical context, and Friesen has deinoilstrated that he is well versed in the linguistic
changes that occur over the cenh~ries. Many old tellns translated illto contempor a y English reflect carefully-nua~~ced
renderings. Sometimes, however, the reader
may raise questions about reasons for choosing specific words to convey the 16th
century concepts. Why, for exanlple, is "fromm" (54) translated "righteous" (55)?
The biblical pauline reference does indeed use "righteous," but the Gelman ten11 in
Ro~nansis "gerecht," not "froinm." Since Riede~nannplaces such a heavy emphasis on ethical living, he may well have meant "pious" or "devout," rather than
"righteous." It should also be noted that elsewhere (e.g., 228) "Frommen" is
translated "devout," but in other instances the word is interpreted rathei- than
translated (e.g., 147, where "Frominen" becoines "those who love God").
Another insta~lcewhere the translation seems to add a new illeaning to the
original is evident in Riedeinann's discussion of God's purpose in creating humanlcind (88-89). We read that God "gave people reason, understanding, and sense for
relating to all creatures." The original, however, states that God "den Menschen. .
. vor andel11 IOeaturen Venlunft, Verstaild und Si~ullichlceitgegeben." Riedeillaiul
is emphasizing the quality of huinan reason; there is no reference to "relating to all
creatures." hl the salne passage, "gemacht uild erschaffen habe" beconle si~nply
"created."
Scholars working in the area of A~labaptisnlhave long recognized that the tell11
"Anabaptist" is often used imprecisely. It may fairly be asked whether the tenn has
retained any legitimacy, however, when it is applied to sonleone who, we are told,
holds that "water baptism [is] alnlost superfluous, and the disputes about infant
baptism and believers baptism isselevant" (23).
Friesen has placed us all in his debt by giving us an eilgagiilgly written, moviilg
translation of one of the most inlportant Anabaptist treatises produced in the
Refoilllation era. Highly info~lnativeendilotes as well as indexes invite the reader to
fi~i-therstudy and exploration. This volume, as the ~llostreadable, nlost useful guide
to the life of the early Hutterites, should be read by all interested in the Refoilnation,
not only by those wanting a clear poitrait of coinnlunal Anabaptism.
Peter J. Klassen
Califoinia State University
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Johaimes Reiiner. Bis nri die Er~deriSibiriens. Azis dern Leber~zrr~d
Wirlcen des Ostjnlcer~Missiorinrs, Joknriri Peters (Lage: Historische
I<oinn~issiondes Bu~ndesTaufgesinnter Gemeinden, 1998).Pp. 15 5 .
Anlong the lllany new initiatives to be found within the Aussiedler co~nn~unities
of Gennany, the Logos group has chosen to follow the exanlple of the late J. B.
Toews and the Fresno (Califonlia) historical archives in learning fronl and presel-ving the fruit oftheir earlier experiences in the f o ~ ~ nSoviet
er
Union. Johannes Reinler
in particular has been very energetic, as can be seen fi-om t h e e books fro111 his pen
in the past several years. Two of them, the 1996 166-page At!f der Srlche rmch
Idelltitiit. RtlJlni~ddeutsche z~rischeilBoptistell L L I Z ~A//eililoiliteil nnch dein
Z~tieiteilWeltlvieg published and the 1997 115-page Seine letzteil Worte waren ei11
Lied Lebeil ztild Wirlceil des Ki~giseilMissioiln~s,Mnrtiil Tl~iebllai~il,
are missionary biographies. They tell of the work of two Mennonite ~nissionariesin some of the
nlost exotic parts of the Russian empire.
The third volume, which we review below, explores the question of the identity
of the "Russian" Mennonite Brethren. Ase they Baptists? asks Reimer. In answering this question Reinler finds that the Mennonite Brethren [hitherto MB] movenlent grew on the ground of the "pietist revival" of Eduard Wiist and Johann
Boneke~nper(30), but soon needed nourishment from the Russian Baptists who
were influenced by Oncken. Indeed he credits the Baptists with saving the early
MB from their "childl~oodillness" -the so-called Joyous Movement (33). The first
MB conference in Andreasfeld (1872) chose August Liebig, a Hamburg Baptist, as
its chainnan for a five-year tenn. Rei~nerpoints out that the Mennonite Brethren
then soon took on a leading role in the work of the Stundists as well as the Baptists.
They eventually produced their own Confessio~lof Faith in 1902, but between 1860
and the end of the century so much had been shared in tenns of faith and practice
that, apart fro111 the so-called Mennonite distinctives, there was no difference betwee~lthe Baptist and Mennonite Brethren positions. (34)
Reimer concentrates his study on the period aFter World War I1 and, in particular, on the relationship between the Mennonite Brethren and the All-Union Council
of Evangelical Cl~istians-Baptists.According to Reimer, the rationale for joining
this officially sanctioned Council was the desire to preserve German language services and in time those congregations who did retain Gennan were lcnown as the
"Brethren". (78) The consequences of this union were in the long run that while the
older generation were able to cling to Ge~lllan,their children opted for the Russianlanguage services offered by their Baptist "brethren". Menno~litesof the old church
("kircl~licl~")
were not absorbed in this way, since their fonns of baptisnl were not in
conformity with the Baptist model.
Reinler blames the North American Mennonites, who through the Mennonite
Central Co~mnittee[MCC] and [Mennonite] World Conference took up contact with
the All-Union, for encouraging the integration of Mennonite Bretlxen and Baptists,
with its consequential identity crisis. As a student in 1959 this reviewer carried

sonle questions froill MCC-Fi-a11kf~11-t (Peter Dyclc) to the troika of All-Union leaders in Moscow, and was lectured by Zhidkov, Karev and Mitskevich about the
"tro~~blesome"Mennonites. Although the USSR saw that Easter was grey and
ominous-looking to an i~lexperieilcedtourist, I was unaware of how difficult a time
that was for all the parties concerned, including the i~ewly-foundedGeilllan MB
Church of ICaraganda, which was not registered until 1967.
Reiiner argues that the many years of co-operation effectively reinoved the
differences between the MB and All-Union Baptists. Even the Karaganda
Gen~einrle,which left the Unioi~in 1956, did not officially subscribe to the teaching
of non-resistance, perhaps the 11lost obvious distillg~~ishillgnark between
Me~l~loilites
and Baptists. (95) Insofar as one may speak of Me~~ilonites
and MBs in
present-day Russia, their su~vivalis due more to ethnic characteristics than to
tlleological distii~ctive~less
(1 17f.), and especially to their cli~lgiilgto the Geman
language. I11 this he agrees with Walter Sawatzly (Mel~l~onites
allcl Baptists, edited
by Paul Toews, p. 129). Reiiner adds that as Aussiedlei they are now clinging just as
passionately to vestiges of Russiail language and culture. His co~lclusio~l
is nonetheless that, although the q~~estioil
as to who they are is wa~xanted,the MBs and
Baptists have both profited fsom their shared history.
Johannes Reimer's boolc is thought-provoking. In addition to his own experience, he has gathered an iinpressive bibliography on which to base his discussio~l
of this intriguing topic. Perhaps the time has conle for an international history of the
MB C h ~ ~ r cwhich
h,
will look inore closely at the early years and especially at such
alliailces and relationships which Reinler deals with in this boolc, and which are a
factor in this cl~urcll'sself-understanding.
Victor G. Doerlcsen
Kelowna, BC

Jo1111 D. Tl~iesen.1Menr7or7ite al7d Nazi? Attitudes Anzorlg Mer7rlor7ite
Colorlists i11Lntiri Anzericn, 1933-1945. Studies in Anabaptist and
Me~xlolliteHistory No. 37 (Kitchener, Scottsdaleand Waterloo: Pandora
Press and Herald Press, 1999). Pp. 329.
One of the political movemeilts and historical eras of 201h century history that
Mennonites have been slow to coine to grips with is that of National Socialism.
What is perhaps Illore sigilificailt is the attitude of Mennonites toward it. In this
regard. Thiesen's investigation is a good first step in sorting out how Me~monites,
at least those iil Paraguay, reacted and, to a certain degree, einbraced it.
Thiesen's approach to his subject is workmanlike and bears t l ~ estainp of an
excellent archivist. The primary sources are ineticulously identified and categorized. This alone illalies the book a worthwl~ilecontribution, useful to those wishing
to delve deeper into the subject. The docuillents chosen to support the author's
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thesis give a unique view of the positions held by the major political players in the
Paraguayail colonies. While the attention to detail is one of the strong points orthis
work, it is also a potential weakness. Quotes from prinlaiy documents are copious;
however, they are at tiines rather long with the point of the quotation being lost in
the plethora of infonnation. On a technical level, it appears that some of the translations from the Gennan offered by Thiesen are inaccurate and sonletinles labored.
Thiesen's own ideological leanings come througl~quite clearly. This is n ~ o s t
tnle of the his discussion of Mennonite ethnicity, which serves as a sub-text that
ruils tluougl~the entire work. It appears that the argulnent being made is that if a
Menilonite felt Gei~ilanin any way, lie or she could squarely be placed in the
National Socialist camp. This is further einpl~asizedwhen Thiesen describes a
Mennonite's love for things Gennan as pejoi-atively "nationalistic," b ~ ~ift appreciation
,
for things Russian are stated, tl~enthe tendency is described positively as "pabiotic."
The question that Thiesen is trying to answer in this boolc is the extent of and
the reason for the infiltration of National Socialist thinking into the Meimonite
colonies in Latin America. The question being aslced is reflective of the book's title.
Unfortunately, both the question being aslced and the title of the boolc are somewhat misleading. Thiesen dedicates relatively few pages to the rest of Latin America
and foc~iseson the Paraguayan settlement of Femheim. The apparent conclusion
for the paucity of infonnation provided on the settlen~entsoutside of Femheim and
its environs appears to be that the situatioll outside of this one enclave was not as
serious as that in Felllheim. While this may be true, the presentation of the National
Socialist activities in the other settlenlents appears as an aftelthought or footnote
to the story Tl~iesenreally wants to tell. I11 terms of the question that Tliiesen is
asking of the evidence that he is presenting, he only accomplishes one of his goals.
The extent of infiltration of National Socialist thought into the Feinheiin colony is
clearly presented in all of its llosrible reality. The characters involved coine to life in
Thiesen's lively prose. Unfortunately, the book does little to offer new insight into
why National Socialist ideology found resonance among some Latin Aiilerican
Mennonites. The various theories that have been offered in the past are sinlply
restated in the final interpretations section o r the boolc.
While Tl~iesendelllonstrates that he has an excellent grasp of Mennonite history, the reader is left unconvinced that he is well versed in the history of National
Socialism, its ideology, language, or pi-opaganda-a critical point, if one wishes to
undertake a study such as this. Thiesen relies allnost solely 011 Hitler's Mein Kan7pf
as the arbiter of what the Nazis stood f o The
~ reality of the inatter was that Hitler's
approach to religion and all other aspects of National Socialist society was far nlore
pragmatic and flexible than would be suggested in Mein Kail~pf Thiesen takes a
very complex and paradoxically contradictory political nloveinent and presents it in
a silnplistic manner, which suggests that the Nazi propaganda and ideological machine acted in an internally logical manner. By doing so, Thiesen is only able to
scratch the surface of the interaction between National Socialislll and the Latin
American Mennonites.
Erwin J. Warlcentin
Concord College and University of Waterloo

Jacob A. Loeweil& Wesley J. Prieb, 0 1 2 1 ~ tlze
1
Sword o f tlze Spirit
(Wiimipeg, M B and Hillsboro, KS: Kindred Productions, 1997).
Pp.346, $15.95 (US), $19.95 (Canada).
Onhi tlze S~oordof'the Spirit is not an easy book to categorize. It reads like
several books in one. It is by turns informative, challenging, argulnentative, visionary, hortatory, conf'essional and, in places, needlessly repetitious and factually
inaccurate. It is both uplifting and provocative to read. It is, moreover, never dull
and that is something one can't always say about boolcs that focus on Mennonite
history, ethics or faith. While there is little if any original scholarship in this study,
Loewen and Prieb do a bold and lnostly satisfactory job of collating, extrapolating
and interpreting the secondary sources they have consulted. And they
certaii~lypresent sonle interesting and original opinions on various aspects of
Mennonite history, culture and religious traditions.
The book is divided into four "Parts", each one offering its own approach and
format. Part One--"Menno's Vision"--examines Me~mo's"Only the Sword of the
Spirit" theology in an uninhibited way that brings out his nlany strengths as well as
some of the wealcnesses in his rich body of published writing. His "sharp tongue"
in admonishing others and his strange indecisiveness on the issue of the ban and
shuilning were his main failings, according to the a~~thors.
Part Two consists of a
rather fragmented, thematically oriented retelling of the Mennonite story, an account that provides some good insights, but which is also riddled with factual
inaccuracies, misleading statelnents and idiosyncratic judgements, especially in
the Russian Mennonite section.
Paits Three and Four go off in different directions altogether. The fonller consists of an infol~nalsurvey eliciting reader responses to some of the basic issues in
Mennonite secular and spiritual history as fonnulated by the authors. It examines
such issues as the "One Kingdom" versus "Two Kingdoms" theology; Mennonites
developing a "ch~u-chstatem--especiallyin Russia--and even defending it with the
sword; the transition froin "stewardship" to "ownership in a "social-class-based"
IvIennonite society; the changes in the Mennonite "canon" and in the f~~nction
of
Mennonite congregations; and, finally, the move fro111 physical isolation away
froin the world to al~llostco~npleteintegration wit11 the outside world. These responses are anonymously quoted and though interesting offer little nlore than a
highly partisan and randoin range of views. Part Four--"The Hopem--turnspersonal
as the two a~ithorsexamine the nature of Mennollite "martyrdom" and reflect on
their own individual attempts to recover such lost Mennonite ideals and neglected
tenets of faith as comnplete nonviolence and "radical renewal."
01z@tlze Swoi.cl of tlze Spirit is deliberately written from a Mennonite Bretluen
perspective and seems to be pointing most directly at an ME readership, although
not in any narrow, partisan sense. The intention is to show how mn~~ch
Mennonite
Brethren, and Mennonites in general, have drifted away fro111 sixteenth-century
Anabaptism. At the core of the book is the authors' attempt to show that the MB

belief in radical conversion and spiritual ~ndividualisincan be integrated with the
pure Anabaptist faith in discipleship and spiritual coinmunality. In this connection,
Prieb introduces the idea of "process" conversion as opposed to "instant" conversion, whereby the soul is seen as a house with lnaily roolns wl~ichhave to be
"cleansed" one by one through a conversion process over a period of time that
might take nlaily years. An ingenious compromise, to say the least.
Loewen and Prieb are frank and straightfolward in exposing the sl~ortcomings
of Mennonite society and the church over the cenhiries. They relnind us that the
oliginal Anabaptist-Mennonite vision was of one ltingdolll only-God's-and not the
two-ltingdom idea that was embraced late^ They also point out that the Anabaptist
ideal of conlplete nonresistance-"only the sword of the spiritv-was gradually narrowed down to a principle of nol~sesistancethat was applied only to exenlption El-om
lnilitaly duty. They trace the gradual acceptance by Mennonitism of Caesar's world,
including the excesses of nlaterialislll and political powec
The trouble is that the authors do not develop this thesis of Mennonite spiritual
decay and betrayal of principles with enough consistancy. For example, while they
strongly colldelnll the greed and unChristian practises of the Russian-Mennonite
busiiless elite, they refer to the wealthy Mennonite elite in Holland and Prussia
without criticism. Similarly, they describe how Dutch and Gennan Mennon~tes
gave up the principle of military nonresistance early on as the price to be paid for
acceptance into the larger world with hardly a word of criticism. Instead, they
reserve their strongest nloral colldeillnation for the Selbstschritz (Self-Defense) in
Russia during the the Civil War. While it is tnie that this was the oilly time in history
that Mennonites actually folllled their own military units and sent them into action,
the nloral cowardice of Mennonites in Holland and Gelmany was also a shamefill
betrayal of Anabaptism.
There are too inany errors of fact and distortions of emphasis in this book to list
them all, but here are a few more. The account of the feud between the Lehl.milt and
the Gebietsalizt in the Molotschna is sltewed and misleading, especially the part
involving tile Kleine Geineinde. The authors are simnply wrong in stating that, "Except for widespread ridicule, soine threats of banishment and incidents of ininor
harassment . . . the new church was not systenlatically persecuted"(l03). It was, in
fact, systeinatically persecuted for thirty years before the "Grossegemeinde", 1111der pressure froin Colnies, finally acknowledged the KG as an official church in
1843.
Another rather cavalier approach to the facts can be found in the section on the
Selbstscl~utz.To say that when the Augtro-Geman anny of occupation retreated
from Ukraine in 1918 "not nearly all the foreign officers and soldiers left" is again
not accurate. A snlall handful of non-comissioned officers stayed behind, and that
was all. Equally inflated is the statelllellt that a Mennonite army "of some two
thousand inen tried to defend seventy Mennonite villages with fifty tilousand
inhabitants" (141). The Molotschna SelDstsckzrtr, assisted by inen froill the nearby
Gellnan villages, did make a stand north of the cololly for several months, but they
were far from defending sevel~tyMennonite villages with a population of fifty

thousand. Nor is it tnie that in World War I1 "Canada . . . opened a lloilcoinbatallt
medical corp [sic] under military auspices, similar to that of Russia in World War
1" (150). The Canadian Mennonite soldiers who sei-ved in Medical Cosps did so as
individual volunteers.
Setting aside its shortcomings, this book is well worth reading with its timely
thesis that Meilnollites have for a long time now been guilty of betrayiilg Anabaptist
ideals and principles. Having integrated with inaiilstrealn society, Mennonites,
especially in North America, need to be reminded forcefully of how far they have
drifted from the Anabaptist visioll (or visions). The question, however, that this
reviewer is left with after reading this didactic book is this: Can the Anabaptist ideal
of one ltingdoin on earth and in heaven lived on the principle of coillplete nonresistance ever again be an achievable reality for Mennonites? Sadly, given the uneven
history of Mennonitism over the centuries, one would, I think, be reluctant to
answer that question in the affirmative.
A1 ReilneiWinnipeg, Manitoba

Fred Stainbrook and Best Friesen, eds., A Slznrirzg of Diversities:
Proceedirzgs of tlze Jewislz Merlrlorzite Ulwnir~inrz Corzfererzce,
"Bz~ildirzg
BI-idges" (Regina, SK: Canadian Plains Research Centre
and the Jewish Mennonite Ukrainian Committee, 1999). pb. Pp. xv +
264, $19.95 Cdn.
A Sl?ar.ing of Diversities is the long-awaited publication of selected papers
froill the Jewish/Mennonite/Uluainian
conference held at tile Uiliversity of Manitoba, Winnipeg, in August, 1995. The purpose of that event was, in the words of
the planning coininittee chaii-person, ICen Reddig, to offer a jointly-hosted
coilference "to reflect on the similarities and dissilnilarities of the respective cultures and experiences of (three) disparate coinn~unities"(vii). The papers also do,
as co-editor DL Fred Stambrook puts It, "make their ow11 contribution to scholarship and understanding (ix)"
The nineteen published preselltations of theiiles on Jewish, Mennonite and
Uluainian topics represents well over half of the total offered at the conference. An
excellent introductory essay by Dr. Stalnbrook surveys the multi-focal research of
the contributors, with astute conxnents on relational aspects of identity and coexistence pertinent to the ininorities under study here.
Principles of selection for publication include an einpl~asis011 studies that deal
with interactional features of the three groups represented at the conference.
Hence, one finds the sub-titling of sections as follows: Interaction in Eastern
Eiwope, with only one paper (19 - 32); Coinparative Ethnic Landscapes, wit11 two
papers (33 - 62); The Iininigrant Experience in Canada (63 - 124), an obvious aspect
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of conllnonality and the nlost widely covered the~nein this series, with five
papers; Encounters and Responses (125 - 174), with three papers; Mirrors: Literature, Theatre and Art (1 75 - 2 16), with four papers; and History in Perspective (2 17
- 256), with three papers.
Readers are clearly invited to talce advantage of an oppom1nity to go
beyond the reading of "their own stories", though one has that option also, of
course. This reviewer will therefore resist the tenlptation to "highlight" the titles
with possible special interest to the Mennonite readers of JMS and encourage all
subscribers to buy a copy of the volunie in order to do a carefill read of all the
essays. The following cornnlents lnay still suggest that that temptation is
difficult to overcolne altogether.
Co~lfereilceparticipants in 1995 and Mennonite readers of these essays today
may find it sonlewhat surprising to learn about some of the conflicts anlong the
three groups. Indeed, one senses that a good deal nlore could be said, and nlay
well have been written about this sort of proble~nin other contexts. A "Building
Bridges" conference such as this, and publishing on this topic, certainly gains
credibility and authenticity when it refuses to ignore the darker sides of
historical experience, and begins to discuss them nlore openly as was attenlpted
here. And it is appropriate to acknowledge that much Inore work needs to be
done to reconcile inter-group differences and latent hostilities that persist even
today.
The essays reflect a number of different approaches. Sociological analysis,
historical surveys and literary slcetches are all represented.. The papers are of
unequal length and vary considerably in academic rigor and sophistication. In
this instance such variety does not ~lecessarilydevalue the end product. It would
in fact have been quite interesting to see some published examples of the alt exhibited by the three groups in the context of these meetings. As a participant of the
conference this reviewer can say that the papers not published here contain
additional very significant material.
There is a clear call in the i~ltroductionand elsewhere to pursue the exploration
of nlutuality illustrated by this conference and publication enterprise. Sonle readers may be reminded of the International Mennonite History conference held at
Zaporizhzhe, Ulaaine in May of last year. This Ukrainia~dMe~monite
and, to some
extent, the Jewish experience was closely related to the Winnipeg proceedings,
althougl~they were placed in a very different venue and cast in a differe~ltmould.
The papers were basically about Mennonites but the personal interchanges
brought excite~nentand a good bit of infonnal learning to those who were involved.
When s o n ~ eJewish questions actually came to the floor they were quickly disnlissed by the chainnan who obviously felt that this subject could create proble~ns
for which Inore adequate preparation would have been needed.
The Mennonite museurn exhibit created for the Zaporizhzhian Regional Museum brought with it the co~nplexthematics of Nestor Maldmo's activity because
a major new exhibit in his honour had been set up right next to the Mennonite hall.
Interestingly, our collection offers a well-researched essay (157 -174) which sets

the new Ukrainian interest in Malhno into a context which was very new to
Me~lnonitevisitors.
A Slzai.i~lgof Diversities certainly suggests that inore work should be done in
the Ma~litobalCailadia~lsetting. The Jewisld Meililonite experience in southem
Manitoba is hardly explored, and the same call be said for Uluainian/Menno~~ite
relations. In this regard the new data about Ukraiilians ill Gretna (63 -76) was also of
interest to this reviewer. Essays related to anti-Semitisin closing this essay series
suggest that Inore study is required here as well. A recent Low GeilnanNiddish
progranl held at the Me~l~lollite
Heritage Village at Steinbach opened the field of
linguistic studies at least a crack. Who will widen that openiilg a little further?
A few inore inaps and solne photos would have been useful additions. The
editors sl~ouldbe coininended for generally careful work in creating good copy and
for including an index. The slightly irregular page size used by the printers allow a
somewhat sliilxner volume, but solne readers may prefer the co~monly-usedfonnat.
A Sharing of Diversities brings another phase of an interesting co~n~nunity
learning venhlre to a very ineaningful conclusion. Where and how can the next
phase begin?
Lawrence Klippenstein
Mennonite Heritage Centre

Gerald Tulchinslcy, Brnlzcking Out. The Tknnsfol-nzntior of the
Cnnndinri Jewish Conzrnzmity (Toronto: Stoddart Publishillg Coinpa~ly,
1993). Pp.470. C$45.00.
The Calladial1 Jewish Coillinu~litywas transfollned in the decades followi~lg
World War I. In 1920 the majority of Canada's 125,197 Jews lived in poor, lowermiddle- to worlcing-class ilninigrant enclaves in Montreal. They had great difficulty
fitting into the coilfessio~lalProtestant school system and faced co~lsiderable
a~ltiseinitichostility, particularly fioin some Roinail Catholic clergy and French Canadian intellech~als. Smaller Jewish coimnunities had been established in downtown wards in Toroilto and in Winnipeg's notorious North End. Sinall Jewish
c o ~ n i n ~ ~ ~ lin
i t iother
e s urban centres, and in stiuggli~lgwestern Jewish agricultural
settlements, were not large enough to support viable Jewish religious and cultural
institutions.
of 360,000
At the end of the twentieth century the Ca~ladianJewish colll~llu~lity
had beco~nemuch inore diverse and complex. Toronto had replaced Montreal as the
great Calladial1 Jewish metropolis, while Winnipeg had give11 way to Va~lcouveras
the ho~neof the largest and most i~lfluentialwestern Jewish community. There were
still sizeable Jewish co~lxnunitiesin Montreal and Winnipeg, and growing ones in
Calgary and Ottawa. but elsewhere there was decline. Jews living in the larger cities
had the highest average income, the best levels of education, and the highest rates

of participation in tlle professions of any Canadian etlmic group. Most had been
born in Canada and faced few of the barriers which had earlier prevented their entry
into the professions and elite econo~nicactivities. They were proininent in universities, the arts, the media, and some had becolne very rich business tycoons.
Antiselnitisnl had virtually disappeared fi-oln the nlainstream of Canadian life, persisting only on the fi-inges. The transformation of Canadian Jewish life is the central
theme of Gerald Tulchinsky's new boolc.
The early chapters of the book are thematic, dealing with interwar Jewish Canadian geography, restrictive Canadian inllnigration policies before World War 11,
Jewish involvelnellt and dolninance of the fiercely competitive clothing industry
which resulted in conflict between Jewish and French Canadian workers and their
Jewish employers. A separate chapter deals with socialist traditions among east
European Jewish inllnigrants and their support of commnunist and other left-wing
political nlovelnents in Canada. Another discusses manifestations of antiselnitisnl
in Quebec and, to a lesser extent, in the rest of Canada.
The author argues that covenant, Torah and diaspora marlced the co-ordinates
of the Jewish experience. After 1920 Zionism and the Holocaust were added to that
list. He explains that inter-war Canadian support for the establish~nentof Jewish
settlenlents in Palestine were nlainly financial, and addresses directly and candidly
the controversial subject of Jewish Canadian eenlistn~entsin the Spanish civil war,
World War I1 and the Israeli Defence forces. Jews, it seemed, had exceptionally
strollg reasons to fight Fascism and Nazism. Yet, only a snlall number of Canadian
Jewish nlen enlisted to fight in the Spanish civil war. Even in Mrorld War I1 Canadian
Jewish military enlist~nentswere slightly below and their casualty rates significantly lower than national averages. Jewish men, on the other hand, co~nprised
Inore than their share of the so-called "Zombies" who were conscripted under the
National Resources Mobilization Act for home defence but refi~sedto volunteer for
overseas service. Explanations, Tulchinslcy suggests, lie in the higher educational
levels of Canadian Jews, and hence fewer front-line assignn~ents,lack of a Jewish
Canadian nlilitary tradition, and lne~noriesof antisemitic l~arassmentin and by armies in their fonner eastern European homelands.
Discussions of events in the post-war years focus 011 Zionism, antisenlitisin
and Jewish efforts to bring Nazi war criminals resident in Canada to justice. The
perspective of the author is that enunciated by leaders of Jewish Canadian organizations, particularly the Zionist Organization of Canada and the Canadian Jewish
Congress. While admitting that antise~nitisnlbefore World War I1 ]nay not have
significantly affected the inaterial conditions of Canadian Jews and that it virtually
or
disappeared from the mainstream of Canadian life after the war, the a ~ ~ t hdevotes
a disproportionate amount of time and space to that subject. Discussions of Jewish
family life, gender relations, religious practices, and even business activities, by
contrast, are very short. Thus, in the chapter on postwar adjustments, eight pages
are devoted to a discussion of antiselnitism - this after an entire earlier chapter is
devoted to that topic. The discussion of the realm of Jewish women, by contrast, is
covered in one and a half pages and the section on religious life is equally brief.

Tulchinslcy adinits that the continuing deterinination to create Holocaust
memorials, arrest alleged Nazi war criminals, excessive concern over antisemitism, and the equating of Cailadian Jewish interests with those of the state
of Israel, may seriously distort Canadian Jewish coninlunity priorities. This
boolt, focused as it is on the actions and policies of the largest Canadian Jewish
organizations and their preoccupation with those issues, contributes further to
the distortions. Jewish life, we are told, became very diverse and complex. This
boolt, particularly in the later chapters, explains how the leaders of nlajor Jewish
institutions viewed and responded to that growing diversity and complexity. It
is not, as the dust jacket suggests, "the definitive history." It is a top-down
history in which dissident, outsider or, Inore generally, views "frorn the bottom
up" are ignored or dealt with superficially. Understandably, however, a fornler
head of the Canadian Jewish Congress and respected historian, describes it as
"history at its best."
Ted Regehr
University of Calgary

Richard B. Hays, Netv TestailleiztEtlzics: Tlze Stoiy Retold. J.J. Thiessen
Lectures for 1997 (Winnipeg: CMBC Publications, 1998). Pp. 8 1.
Richard B. Hays, professor of New Testa~lie~it
at Duke University, is also the
author of The Molal J4sioll of tlze New Testanlellt: Conollunih! Cross, New Creation: A Corltenlpo~.aq)Irltrodzrction to New Testanler~tEthics (San Francisco:
Ha~yerCollins, 1996). In this case the length of the title is represe~itativeof the
substantive inlportailce of Hays' boolc, which is a tou1. de force of critical scholarship and theological intespretation of the New Testament, and a not uncontroversial retrieval and restatenlent of its nloral vision. It is a difficult book to sunlnlarize
or to condense. Yet in these J.J. Thiessen lectures for 1997 (CMBC) Hays has done
just that, with renlarlcable success.
This boolc therefore selves as a useful introduction to Hays' vision of New
Testament ethics. He states as his proposed goal for the lecture series: "to place my
approach to NT ethics in the context of sonle other approaches and to develop my
own reflections" in response to challenges to The Mom1 Ksi011 of tlze New Testament. In the first chapter then, Hays shows how his approach, which he calls the
"metaphorical enibodiinent of narrative paradigms," differs froill other approaches.
Hays first outlines two purely descriptive approaches to the field, the historical
(e.g., Wolfgang Schrage) and ethnographic (e.g., Wayne Meelts) reconstiuctions
of NT ethics-the first describes the ethical ideas found in the text, the second
offers a "thick description" of the social world of NT co~ninunitiesand its operative
nioral nonns. The difference between these approaches and the others Hays describes is that they do not attempt a no~mativeinterpretation or retrieval of NT

ethics. Hays then makes what this reviewer considers a strange claim: "As long as
one thinks of the university as one's primary audience, this is understandable.
However, when the correlation of NT and ethics arises as an issue for the church, it
is ilnpossible to defer nonnative questions indefinitely" (10).
Of course, there is a difference in the kinds of nonnative interests and questions
that the church and university might raise regarding the nloral vision of the NT, but
it is not clear why the university sl~ouldnot consider the nonnative appropriation of
NT ethics as well. Despite the fact that Hays is here offering oilly a brief overview
of types, it is a distortion to suggest that "pure description" is even possible, given
entesprise about which Hays is clearly aware. It
the colnplexity of the hen~~eneutical
seems to ine that each of Hays' approaches can (and do) find application in both
church and university, and this could be the subject of fn~itfulf~~l-ther
inquiry-a
direction that Hays' coimllent unfortunately precludes. It seenls that on this point,
Hays is content to accept the characterization of the field offered by the "descriptive" approaches of people like Wayne Meelcs.
The second chapter offers a further concise elaboration of Hays' approaclt to
NT ethics with reference to three focal images that help to synthsize its overall
~noralvision: community, cross, and new creation. These images can only be understood in a narrative unity, not in a system distilled from the narrative, and it is a unity
that is tied to a "mode of reading" in the church, which Hays calls, following the
early churcl~,the "rule of faith." The church is a counter-cultural colnnlunity of
discipleship in which the prilnary nloral conceln is not, "what should I do in light of
scriptural principles," but rather, "what should we do" in the light of the stoly of
Jesus, and in particular his death on the cross. The cross, says Hays, is the paradigm for faithfulness to God in this world; the church experiences the Kingdon1 of
of [Jesus'] sufferings," which also entails the
God by participating in "the lioi~~onia
renunciation of violence. Such a participation has in view the escl~atologicalpower
of new creation realized in the resulrection of Christ. It is evident that there are
nlany parallels between traditional Anabaptist llel-meneutics and Hays' nlore sophisticated theological and critical approach.
Chapter three takes up the significance of the historical Jesus for Christian
ethics, a task that must be undertaken, says Hays, if the NT narratives are nlalcing
reference to real events presunled to be true. Here it is important to see Jesus within
the context of first century Judaism and the particular ties of the NT to Israel's
traditions and hopes. Rather than do this directly, however, Hays proceeds via an
extended description of the work of his friend, NT Wright, which conles as a rather
lengthy intem~ptionin the development of Hays' own project. Hays' concluding
lecture, "Male and Female: a test case for metaphorical method," takes up a particular moral issue found both in the NT and within the present-day chmc11-namely,
the issue of gender-based authority (one of the few issues not treated in Hays'
longer book). There are internal tensions in the NT canon on this issue, some
calling for the subordination and silence of women, others suggesting that women
are in positions of leadership and proclamation. In the light of the cross, of course,
leadership means subordination and service, and Pauline references to the "new

creation" clearly iillply the full equality of inale and female, but not of a mecl~anistic
kind. This changes the conventional ideological teilns by which the NT texts are
approached, but it also offers new pragmatic possibilities for the ordering of life and
exercise of leadership in today's church. This concluding chapter nicely displays
Hays' impressive approach in action.
P. Travis Kroeker
McMaster University

John Paul Lederach, Tlze Jozlr~zeyToward Reco~~cilintioiz
(Scottdale,
PA and Kitcheaer, ON: Herald Press, 1999). Pp. 206.
John Paul Lederach has worlced as a mediator in a great variety of contexts on all
the continents of the world. Conflicts within smaller units lilce local churches in his
hoine area of Virginia to inajor ideological and political disputes in Latin America,
Northern Ireland, South Afiica, and in the Basque region of Spain, have challenged
Lederach's insights and beliefs to the core.
Jozrr.rley Toward Recol~ciliatior~
is an attempt to reflect analytically upon those
experiences and then to do some integrative projections about their meaning. His
method is conull~inicationby telling stories. It seems a bit sad to me that he chose to
focus so extensively upon an Anabaptist readership with these stories. While John
Paul justifies this because he feels "accountable to thein" (15 ) , these "stories" seem
totally relevant to a inuch broader audience. And there are Inany in today's world
who hunger for the stories told in this significant book. To be fair to Lederach, he
does add that he wants to be "trausparellt" about his faith and also to engage in a
"dialogue across faith traditions"(1 5).
The stories in Tlze Joz11.11eyTolvard Recorzciliatior~range froill the gut-wrenching experience of having his firstborn daughter Angie's life threatened in Nicaragua, taking the "heat" for the USA in a context where American foreign policy had
contributed to the violence Lederach now wanted to address in tenns of reconciliation, the shock of seeing a "violent" colonel appear with a 10-year-old daughter
who wore inetal braces on her legs- inaybe violent but nevertheless a caring
father, his own personalizing the peacemaking process through use of the metaphors truth, mercy, justice and peace as actual personal participants in that process,
illeeting the warlords in Somalia, a visit to the genocide inuseuin in Pllnom Penh, his
agonies at being invited to teach peacemaking at the War College in Carlisle (Pa.),
discovering that Mennonite churches have their own Ten
Coinnland~ne~lts
on how to deal with conflict in the church, to a story about
working "through" disillusionment based on experiences in Northern Ireland and
with Justapaz in Coloinbia, to a concluding story about Sam Doe's dream for Liberia.
Each stoiy carries a significant message for one who has the patience to listen and
to learn. These stories by themselves are worth the price of the book and all who
read them will not easily forget them.

There are several i~nportantcontl-ibutions that Joh11 Paul makes in this book:
First, the coniplex "Big Picture" of co~~flict/viole~~ce
and of peaceinalci~lg/reco~~ciliation.
Lederach tells how he continues to lea111 Inore about first establishing what
"enemy" means (chapter 2), including the biblical teachings in the Old Testanlent
along with his experiences of encountering "enemies." Lederach concludes: "Living faithfi~llyin the face of e~leniiesis only possible with a deep spiritual connection
to God's love and a willingness to live as vulnerably as Jesus did"(41). Secondly, in
joining the journey toward reconciliation, Lederach says he has begun to see "beyond conflict resolution" (5 1) to reconciliation. While I was unable to understand
fi~llywhy or llow he separates the two, it appears that he is loolcing for a Inore
holistic way of responding to conflicts, i.e. go fu~therthan conflict i.esolution into
building new relationsllips. This he illustrates quite meaningfi~llywith a methodology he has developed, based on Psalm 85 (53). He gets four key people to take on
the roles of justice, peace, mercy and tn1t11. He then presents them in a coi~versat~oi~
of how in a specific conflict these four can son~ehowcome to hal-nlony. It is an
intriguing lllethod that has a lot of potential, especially in church conflicts. I have to
wonder whether Jolln Paul tsies too hard to make Psalm 85 be an adequate key for
mediation. In illy own experiences, I have had to include the ele~nentsof selfesteem, patience or tolerance, growth, transformation, encounter, as essential "characters" in the process (he does add "hope"[p.761]). It is here that Lederach reinforces his insight that reconciliation is a "journey;" ~lsuallynot the destination.
Although I do get the feeling that at times he sees the journey getting to the
destination eventually, both socially and spiritually. In my own experience, that has
been very rare. I have collie to see reconciliation on a continuurn. It is indeed a
journey, but it inay nlove people only in the right direction and, when we are done,
they may still only (but very significantly) be a few incremental steps illto that
direction. Occasio~lallyI set people before the continuuni line kom crisis to resolution and ask thein how far they believe they have jounleyed. It has been extremely
helpful. Lederach's insight about the paradoxes on this journey are significant for
the jouiney at all stages.
Second, for Mennonites, John Paul does an excellent service by revisiting sonle
of our traditional approaches to conflict and then giving us reflections fi-0111his
experiences. This ~naltesus talce another look at the place of tears and of anger ( 1 43); how to deal with "sinners" (49) and that we might discover God inore readily if
we could follow the way Jesus related to sinners. It is helpful when he reminds us
that too readily we have applied "monocl~onic"approaches where we need to use
polychronic ones (78ff). It is one of the few tiines John Paulwanders into academic
discourse; but it is essential for us to see the dynamic nature of both conflict and
reconciliation "energies." John Paul says that traditional Mennonite "two-lcingdoin
theology"(92) has often kept us from being involved in the "messy" dileinnlas of
today's world. He encourages us to exanline our " unspoken Ten Conl~nandnlents
of Conflict in the Mennonite Ch~u-ch"(10lf~
as not having helped us to be ~llediati~lg
influences at Inany critical points. One way to facilitate the process of changing our

attitudes is to recognize that all of us are created in the iinage of God (as the Quakers
say: there is a "thatness" of God in each person); yet it is also apparent fro111 the
Bible that conflict was present "in the beginningX(l12). Nowhere does the Bible
suggest that conflict itself is evil; instead, it is natural and creative. It beconles evil
oilly when we are unwilling to learn froin it. And, while this book is not a "how to"
manual, he theireviews with the readers once again the details Jesus expresses in
Mt. 18 on how we are to deal with conflict.
Third, Lederach's concluding chapter tallts of "the dream" about what the fiiture might hold. He dares to think we can expect hope out of disillusionlnent - it
has happened in Northern Ireland, in South Africa, in the fonner Soviet Union. This
will come only with the "groans of creation in all its parts -Rom.8:22-23" (1 89). We
need to einbrace the paradoxes. "We are shackled by a lack of imagination and
dreaming that things can be otherwise.. ."(202); and Lederach challenges all readers
to talte up the journey of reconciliation by keeping our "feet on the ground and our
head in the clouds." The greatest strengths of The Jo~ilnej~
Toward Reconciliation are two. It is a deeply authentic attempt at analysis and reflection based on
actual experience and an unshakable colninitlnent to the Christian Faith. This then
helps John Paul Lederach paint ,for us a genuine piece of art that includes the
realities of violence and disillusionment, but these are overshadowed by highly
dynainic ilnages of revelation, hope, and the quality of prophetic projection sending us forward to eagerly engage the world's presenting conflicts. Tlze Jozlr.rzej!
To)val.d Recorzciliatiorz is a book from which all of us can learn. Anyone interested
in nlore appropriate responses to conflict will be moved to fresh and energizing
hope that will empower our efforts in this direction. I recolnrnend it highly.
Bernie Wiebe,
Menno Siinons College

Ailgelika E. Sauer and Matthias Zilnmer (eds.), A Clzoms of different
Voices. Ger-nznn Cnrindimi Iderztities (New York: Peter Lang Publishing,
1998). Hd. Pp. 244.
The 13 essays in this volume were all papers presented at a worltshop on German-Canadian identity in Edmonton in 1996, edited by Angelilca Sauer, Chair in
Gennan-Canadian Studies at the University of Winnipeg, and Matthais Ziminer, a
DAAD Visiting Geilnan Studies Professor at the University of Alberta. A Clzorlrs of
different Voices, appears as Volume 189 of an American University Studies series in
History, published by Peter Lang. It is a welcome collection, because studies of
Gernlan identities in North Anlerica are not that colnnlon.
The Table of Contents does not show any obvious organization. The focus is
on Gelman-Canadians, and the first contributions begin with a conceptual and
theoretical context, followed by issues related to inaintenance of Gennan identities,
including German language retention, institutions, history, writings, family, inigra-
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tion and politics. Collections of papers presented at conferences usually vary in
quality, and that is the case here too. Since it is d i s c u l t to review all papers
significantly, let us focus on the half dozen which are the best.
Dieter Haselbach, Reader at Aston University in Bi~mingham,United Kingdom,
develops the social construction of identity, providing some theoretical perspectives. He begins with Hegel and his dialectical system, who says that "die Warheit
ist nus in der Einheit der identitat nit der verscl~iedenl~eit
vollstandig," where truth
is only cornplete in the unity of identity, showing the full range of differentiations.
Identity is comnplex, varied, and there are Inany dinlensions to identification. These
inany facets of identity are changing in dialectical relationships. Haselbach develops the various dimensions including the formation of individual self, which may
involve identity crises. Such crises certainly were operating during World Wars I
and 11, which forced Canadian-Gennans to deal with stigma, spoiled identities, split
identities and forced identities. This reviewer's mother identified herself as Canadian, whereas her brother identified himself as G e ~ ~ n during
an
World War 11. Identity change and reconstruction were in the malting. The policy of ~nulticulturalisinin
Canada encourages Inany identities, so groups and individuals are nlaking their
choices.
Wsevolod Isajiw worlcs on the identity retention of German-Canadians using
their Toronto survey data presented earlier. Since they collected data which compared three generations, he could see the extent to which Gennan identity was
maintained using nine indicators. They found that by the third generation, Toronto
Gennan-Canadians had lost their noth her tongue with only one percent able to
speak it any longer. In the first generation 70 percent of Gennans said they still ate
ethnic foods at holidays, but by the third generation this had declined to 28 percent.
Only 15 percent still practiced ethnic customs, only 23 percent possessed Gennan
articles, only one or two had close Gennan friends, only 20 percent felt obligations
to help Gennans, and only 2 percent felt obligated to rnar-ry solneone who was
Gennan.
Gerhard Bassler, in his chapter, adnlits that the 2.8 million Canadians of Gennan
origin in 1991 were anlong the most assimilated, largely because they were of north
European culture, like the donlinant groups in Canada, and they are very diverse
with a variety of religious and national origins. Many came from the Holy Ro~nan
Empire which was very diverse to begin with. His study of Lunenburg County
Gennans in Nova Scotia and Waterloo County Mennonites in Ontario, illustrate
Lutheran and Mennonite religious differences and some of the probleins of identity
change involved.
Barbara Lorenzlcowslci's study of the Canadian homefront during the second
war in 1939-45, shows what it was like to be of Gennan descent. RCMP raiding
parties seized Gennan-Canadian civilians and put some into concentration cainps.
Discrinlination and prejudice were rampant. Many were considered Nazi symnpathizers and a threat to national security because of Canadian fear of sabotage and
espionage. After World War 11,270,0000 Gennan imnligrants left Europe and came
to Canada. Hans Weiner describes the suffering the inllnigrants went tlxougll and

the adjustments they had to make as these immigrants came to a new country.
Many women and cl~ildrencame without their husbands and fathers, including
Illany Mennonites who nligrated to Paraguay, Uruguay and Brazil.
This is a welcome collectioil of Genl~an-Canadianstudies. It is a handsome
vol~uil~e,
part of all o~lgoi~lg
series, which hopefully will receive wide exposure.
Leo Driedger
U~liversityof Manitoba

Roydeil Loewen, ed. and intro, Fro.onz the Inside Out: The Rztr-a1 Worlds
of kfeerzrzo~ziteDiarists, 1863-1929 (Winnipeg: University of Manitoba
Press, 1999). Pb. Pp. 350
That Meilllonites have placed much einphasis 011 literacy and historical awareness is perhaps most evident in rich collectio~lsof letters and diaries written in the
past by 'ordina~yfolk' and preserved in faillily collectio~~s
and archives for use by
historians. In his research on the social history of rural Canadian Mellnonites,
historian Royden Loewe11 has discovered and made use of this rich~~ess
in lifewriting to analyse patterns of family, church, and market in ordinary Mennonite
fa~llli~lg
households. Now he has inade a sa~llplingof tllese 'private' docuille~lts
available to the public in From the I17side Ozit, a collection of diary excerpts writtell
betweell 1863 and 1929.
The translated and edited excelyts are fiolll the diaries of 21 Mennonites living
or travelling in rural Ontario and Manitoba in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries. More specifically, the diaries emerge fro111 two of the earliest established
Menilonite commuuities in Canada: the Swiss-American Mennonites of Waterloo
County, and Dutch-Russian Me~lilo~lites
in the Rural Municipality of Hailover (East
Reserve). The book includes the diaries of 14 Illell and 7 wonlei1 and is organized
~llaiillyaround themes of migration, life cycles, cl~urcl~,
and work. Most of the
selectioils are drawn from one year in the life of the diarists, though several represent spans of up to a decade.
A quiclc glance at 11lost personal, daily diaries might lead one to ask, what is
there of significance in reading ~lli~lutiae
about the daily weather, about crop yields,
about cl~ildl~ood
maladies, and about visits frolll the relatives, for instance. In a
well-constructed and insightfill introduction, Loewen malces a sound asgulllent for
exploriilg and ~llalcingpublic the "poor stuff' - the daily routi~lesas opposed to
enlotion and analysis - of these diaries. I11 his ratio~lalefor both the initial writing
of, and the later reading of, the diaries, Loeweil proposes that they provide an
"inside OLI~" view of iildividuals and housel~oldswhich allow us to nuance social
pattelns in see~lliilglyhomogeneous communities, to gain an u~lderstandingof a
writer's sense of identity, and to establish the importance of literacy for a religious
minority.
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Loewe11 distinguishes several types of writing in the diaries which are revealing of
the writer's degree of "evol~~tion
towards literary self-consciousness" (7) or sense
of individualism. Most coinlnon among his selections is the rural household journal
- the repetitive, concise, solnetilnes tedious record of everyday life. The diaries of
"Migrating Men" Cotnelius W. Loewen and Ezra R. Burkholder are exanlples of
travelogues in which descriptions of time and space that exist outside of the writer's
familiar territory pronlpt a greater "literary awareness" and thus nlore reflective
analysis. The third genre of diary-writing is what Loewen describes as the "highly
individualistic, private diary of Mennonites who lived in inore urbanized worlds"
(7). Exalnples of this more descriptive and introspective type of writing include the
diary of 24 year-old Margaretha Jansen, a new i~mnigrantfro111 Russia living temporarily in Waterloo County (1 873-74). She writes extensively about her adiniration for
the evangelist Daniel Brenneman, about her sorrow over her brother's misbehaviour, and about her curiosity regarding Waterloo County c o ~ ~ i t s l customs,
~ip
as
follows in an entry froln February 14, 1874: "When we drove home fro111 choir
practice that evening, soinebody drove behind us very silently without bells. 1 was
wondering about that, but the others were quiet. Now I lulow what it was. Susanne
had a visitor. It seenls so strange to me. A person, whoin she did not know, coines
that late in the evening when all the others had already gone to bed! But that is a
custom over here!" (50).
Though all of the diary writers have religion, ethnicity, and rurality in common,
there is otherwise great variety in the subjective identities that shaped their inside
worlds. Class differences can be gleaned froin the diary excerpts of Ontario nliller
and merchant Elias Eby as coinpared to those of 15 year-old Heinrich IComelson,
who worlced as a servant on neighbouring farms in southern Manitoba. Age and life
cycle also coloured the lens through which daily life occurrences were viewed. For
instance, the life stage of 71 year-old Abraham Reinler is central to the emphasis in
his diary on his offspring and their children, and in the case of Moses Bowman (also
71), the concern with generational succession. As well, gender is a category that
draws together the diaries of Ontario Swiss women with those of Manitoba Russian
women, even while differentiating them their respective menfollc. Loewen observes
that women's diaries offer a perspective on the fann "from within the house" and
thus contail1 nlore detail about donlestic labour within the home, as well as infonnation about births, marriages, and health. As Loewen concludes, "specific nlixes of
gender, class, and generation produced specific worlds of Mennonites diarists"
(19).
What is especially noteworthy about this collection, for the field of Mennonite
studies, is that diarists of both Russian and Swiss Mennonite ethnic ancestry are
represented (the ratio is 13:8). Despite disparate histories, culture, and theology,
the personal writings of Russian and Swiss Mennonites depict both difference and
sameness in their coinlnon experiences of fanning, raising families, and dealing with
the cycles of weather, econonly and health. Loewen points out that the diaries
reveal differing regional socio-economic contexts within which Ontario and Manitoba Mennonite contelnporaries were living.

Departing from the do~ninanttrend in Mennollite scholarship whereby etluloreligiosity is definitive, Loewen's boolc raises the important point that the illultiple
identities - class, gender, age, region - a ~ l dactivities of the agrarian household are
(possibly) inore fundamental to daily living than being Mennonite. Given this emphasis, one wo~ldersif the diaries might not also offer insight into establishing
definitional meaning for the actual label of Melmonite, given that this is really the
main organiziilg category for the collection. If Mennonite is one colnponent of the
coinposite of subjective identities represeilted in each diarist, rather than
foundational to who they are, then should not Mennonite be probleinatized as well?
What does 'Men~lonite'mean to the diarists? Did they give account of their lives
at all in ways that might be construed as Mennonite? Loewen iiltriguillgly suggests
that in the very act of recordillg details about "l~ousel~old,
kin group, collununity,
and wider society," the diarists were "mentally designing ... an envisioned community" (5). As such, perhaps we might view these pieces of life-writing, not as
Mennonites writing diaries, but as i~ldividualscreating personal and con~lllu~lity
identities as Me~nlonitetl~rougl~
the vehicle of literacy. The availability of these
diary excerpts offers the potential for understa~ldiilghow social profiles are constructed, not just that they were recorded.
Given the lack of reflective material in most of the diaries in this volume, one
might well wonder about the usefill~lessof publishing the repetitive and in~indane
details such as are characteristic of Judith Klasseil Neufeld's journal; for example,
her entry for May 19,1922 reads: "The weather is still changeable, cloudy and
raining. Johan and Heinrich are ploughing. Set a brooding hen. One 11en llatched
some chicks today" (297). Yet it is exactly in the rhythmic reading of such entries, as
opposed to a biographer's creation of Neufeld's life story based on those entries,
that one gains a sense that her daily life was structured by rhythms - of birth and
death, of winter and sullxner, of production and consuinption. In fact, these sinall
bites of i ~ l f o ~ ~ n a tmay
i o ~ get
l us closer to tlle 'reality' of Melulo~litelives at the tu1-n
of the century than any interpretive re-construction based on such discourse-laden
sources as the lnelnoirs of colninuility leaders or archived church records. As
Loewen points out, daily weather entries were not indicative of mundane thoughts
by "idle minds" but "critical aspects of life" (13).
The boolc will be of interest to a variety of readers: social historians looking for
puiblished pri~llarysources related to tun1 of the century agrarian life; scholars of
~nelnoirand life-writing; ~ u r aMen~lollites
l
interested in co~nparingtheir present-day
lives with that of their ancestors; and anyone else interested in getting an 'outside'
glimpse 'in' to the rl~ythmsof daily life in turn of the century Canada.
Marie Sclxoeder, a 19 year-old fann woman writing ill 1926, offers her "secret
hope that [she migllt] write things that have a real worth someday; things that are
worth printing, and things that other follcs would love to read and pay for" (19).
Schroeder would be delighted (and possibly horrified) that Loewen has made her
secret hope come tl-lie.
Marlene Epp
Conrad Grebe1 College

Robert S. Kreider, Looking Back irzto tlze Fzltzlr-e (Bethel College:
Newton, KS, 1998). Pb., Pp. 302.
Many notable coimnunity leaders use their retirement to "look back," produce
their memoirs, or perhaps an autobiography. Kreider - long time history professor
and archivist at Bethel College (Kansas), earlier an academic dean and president at
Bluffton College (Ohio), and before that a Mennonite Central Co~ll~nittee
worlcer in
Europe - has gifted tlie Mennonite colnlnunity with such a work. It is, however, an
unusual piece. It is lnostly the reproduction of articles that he published during his
lifetime. The first is a letter written at age 15 in 1934 to President Roosevelt, lamenting in an al-ticulatehand the practice of child labour in the United States. One of the
last pieces is a 1996 letter to a grandson upon his high-school graduation, voicing
the same social concerns as those sixty years earlier. In between are about sixty
shoit writings, nlost ~narlcingsignificant episodes to which IO-eider responded. I11
each instance one obtains a glimpse of an energetic, curious, loving, and courageous lnan surrounded by family, children, kin, fi-iends and colleagues.
It is the same person I have come to like and respect. In lny visit to Bethel
College in November 1999 Professor ICseider took me on a field trip in his red h-i~clc.
Here was a lnan at age 80 presenting an engaging lecture on everything one should
know about tlie "Low Gennans" north of Newton - the Goessel museum, the land
adjoining the Chisholm Trail, the Alexande~wohlChurch, Heinricli Ewert's birth
place. I was most impressed by his own exciteinent at our "discove~y",confinned
by circling one of the sections close to Alexanderwol~l,of evidence of the Russian
Mennonite village system fro111 tlie 1870s. "You will need to come and study this
landscape on your next research project," he counselled. In the siinilner of 1998 I
also met Robert; he bought me lunch and the conversation was all about nly research trip through Kansas, to Mexico, and back t l ~ o u g hDenver. Reading this
book I'm a little enlbassassed that that conversation was all about ime, the youngstel-,
when this seasoned traveler could have "one-up-man-shipped" ine at every t~1l-11.
The book is inuch inore than a record of accomplishment. It is a history of the
twentieth century Ainerican Mennonite co~n~nunity
tlu-ougli the lens of one man's
experience. As colmnunity leader, world traveller, and perennial thinker, Kreider has
had the enviable position of obtaining a unique perspective of the Mennonite
coimnunity. His mind was never isolated, wrapped in the myopia of church politics,
nor was it one given to banal or esotelic scholarship. Kseider has lived the great
events. He has encountered the New Deal in tlie Depression, Nazism as a young
bicyclist in Europe, the devastation of post-war Europe, the disorienting and disturbing 1960s, the betrayal of Nixon's Vietnain War, tlie invasion of an electronic
culture. Throughout Kreider pursued an "Anabaptist Vision", inore radical than
Bender's (willing to critique his own couiitry) and more cosrnpolitan (insistent on
appropriating for the Mennonite co~n~nunity
the best of inodem society's literature
and art).
But in the book Kreider never leaves his roots. His are the concerns of the
typical American Mennonite. He knows the farm crisis, the lure of evangelicalism,

the reticence of Mennonites, the depth of Mennonite church lines, and the comfort
of the "Clristian College." This is a man who has met presidents, written to them
chidingly, but he is also a follcsy Inan who weaves a seanlless account interspersed
with biblical passages, English poetry, Gal-sison ICealer, Peanuts, and bits of conversation wit11 innunlerable ordinary people. He loves America, he claims to be
staunchly conservative, but he is unwaveringly a Mennonite. He has clearly moved
far beyond the world of nlany Mennonites, but his roots are never restrictive: he
can laugh at sliallow finda~nentalis~n,
express admiration for cl~ildren,quote the
great thinlcers, recount his favourite animals, and always see the possibility of
peace and goodness.
This is a delightful, insightful, exquisitely written book that charts the life of one
Inan but in doing so also offers a glimpse of Mennonite society in the United States
through the twentieth century.
Royden Loewen
University of Winnipeg

John D. Ruth and Ervin Beck, eds., Migrmzt Mzlses: Melz~zo~zite/s
Ritir~gi~zthe US. (Gosllen: Mennonite Historical Society, 1998). Paper,
227 pp.
This interesting volume is a comnpilation of papers presented at a 1997 conference on Mennonite writing in the U.S. sponsored by the English department of
Goshen College. It includes wann and well-deserved tributes to John Ruth, Elmer
Suderman, and Warren Kliewer (now deceased), American Mennonite writers who
blazed a trail for the younger writers of today. There are also seven book reviews of
recent Mennonite fiction and poetry. The conference, the first of its kind in the US.,
was nlodeled on the first-ever Mennonite writers' conference held at Comad Grebe1
College in Waterloo, Ontario in 1990, a conference that focussed on Mennonite
writing in Canada. Both conferences were highly successful, with the Goshen
conference attracting 300 Mennonite writers, critics and readers. There are plans
afoot to hold an international conference on Canadian and U. S. Mennonite writing
in 2002.
These conferences suggest that Mennonite literature in Nort11 America is coming of age and is lnalcing a contribution to the creative literature of both countries.
It is interesting to note that the Mennonite literary renaissance which began in
Canada thirty years ago did not really gain lnolnentuln in the U.S. ~ultilthe last
decade. That in spite of the fact that Swiss-American Mennonitisrn is 300 years old,
co~nparedwith less than half that age for the Russian-Mennonite tradition in
Canada. The anonlaly can probably be explained by the fact that the Swiss
Mennonites in the U.S. have traditionally harbored an even deeper antipathy towards secular creative writing-and the creative asts in general-than have Canadian Mennonites corning froin a Russian-Mennonite baclcground.
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The seventeen critical essays gathered here, while not all of equal merit or
interest, set an iinpressive standard for critical writing. Several essays are theoretical in nat~ii-eand deal with an issue that has preoccupied Mennonite literaly criticisnl for years: should the Mennonite novelist or poet be a spolcesperson for the
Mennonite colmnunity (in the highest sense, naturally), or is she free to stand on
her own creative feet and to speak fro111 the lnargins of the coinin~~nity
as a lcind of
creative prophet? These two contrasting positions were defined years ago by John
R~tth,representing the Swiss-Mennonite community-based position, and this reviewer, arguing on behalf of the writer as an individualized, in inany cases disenfranchised, voice. Now, in an essay entitled "Re-Inscribing Identity in Mennonite
Literature," Hildi Froese Thiessen inoves this discussion forward by discarding the
binary opposition of the earlier theories as too simple-centerimargin, coinmiu~~ityi
individual, homeiexile, insidersioutsiders-and argues instead for a nlore fluid critical approach. She denies the "inonolithic" concept of Mennonite colninunity and
opts instead for a inultiplicity of views and positions wl~ichMennonite writers and
critics can express while still remaining faithfill to Melulonite religious and ethnic
values.
As a proponent of the artist-as-prophetic-voice theory, I have no problein (and
I suspect Jolm Ruth holding the artist-writing-for-the-comulunity position wouldn't
either) with this inore fluid theory advanced by Froese Thiessen. In a way her
sophisticated theoiy s~~bsumes
the earlier two while adding flexibility of approach
to them. There is a point to be made here, however, and that is the need to differentiate between the creative writer and the critic who addresses hisiher work. To illy
mind, Froese Thiessen does not establish this difference clearly enougll, teilding as
she does to treat artist and critic as on the same level with apparently the same
creative ilnpulses and resources. In this, she follows the tendency of recent critical
trends. But the creative writer has always needed to inhabit his/her own space, to
take creative directions that may cut across or skirt the fonnal lines and categories
set up by the critic. Criticism, by its very nat~u-e,will always be forced to try to catch
up with creative fol~ns.
Which brings me to Jeff Gundy's brilliant essay "In Praise of the Lurkers (Who
Come Out to Speak)." Here is a critical essay written by a creative writer, a fine
practicing poet, who knows how to make his case with grace and wit froin the inside
and without resoltillg to the technical jargon and the fixed categories of fornlal
criticism. He designates the creative writer as a "lurker," that is, someone who
operates within a certain coinlnunity or world but is never coinpletely of that world,
one who always remains partly "other." This creative-artist-as-lilrlcer concept allows Gundy, like Froese Thiessen, to establish an acceptable compronlise between
the earlier binary positioils of the artist representing the colninunity and the artist as
individual detached from the commnunity.
There are other ingenious critical pieces in this collection. Ervin Beck offers a
provocative analysis of ten Mennonite literary "archetypes" ranging froin Menno
Silnons in a inolasses b a l ~ e lto the traditional migratory caravan of a Mennonite
colmnunity on the move. The idea is a good one, although some of Beck's applica-

tions of these archetypes to Mennonite works of fiction strike me as rather forced or
far-fetched. And his claiin that Mennonite archetypes as applied to Mennonite
literary works are inore valid than the universal archetypes of critics lilte Frye,
Campbell, and Frazer would seem to fly in the face of the J~ingianconcept of archetypes as universally embedded within the huinan psyche. Beck's statement that
Nortln-op Frye "has long ago been discredited for thinking that he had identified the
universals of world literature" will come as a surprise to critics and readers who
regard Frye as one of the great seininal thinkers of the age. Embarrassing, also, is
the misidentification of Frye as an "Anglican priest" who "mistook the European
tradition for the world tradition." Frye was as far froin being that ilalve as he was
froin being an Anglican priest. Actually, he was trained as a United Church nlinister
but never practiced the ministry, preferring to beconle an academic and critic. I find
it difficult to see how anyone who has read Frye could be so cavalier in his treatment of one of the great critics of the century.
One of the best essays in this voluine is Paul Thiessen's fine reading of Dallas
Wiebe's coinplex historical novel Our Asian Jozl~.lzej~.Thiessen, as is his custom,
offers acute insights expressed in critical tenns that are at once incisive, accurate,
and innovative. He is helped by having a first-rate literary work to consider, which
is not the case for some of the other essays in the book. Other infonnative and
illuminating analyses are those by Ann Hostetler on U.S. Mennonite poetry and
David Wright on Jeff Gundy's poems.
There are also four excellent essays on Mennonite wonlen poets. The best of
these, in my opinion, is Jolm J. Fisher's analysis of Julia Kasdorf's first volume of
verse, Sleeping Preacher. Fisher not only gives an exemplary reading of one of the
better volu~nesof verse to come from a Mennonite pen in recent years, but also
does what very few of these analytical essays do, and that is to place Kasdorf's
poetry in the larger perspective of a literary tradition, in this case the genre of
pastoral elegy. This inakes for a nicely balanced presentation of analysis and
evaluation. While more limited in critical scope, the analyses of the poetry of Jean
Janzen and Janet Kauffinan are also sound and nuanced. And I particularly liked
Beth Martin Birky's treatinent of Mennonite women's poetry on the theme of the
fenlale body as reincarnated in the poetic word.
My main criticisin of this impressive volume is that some of the inore sensitive
criticisin is lavished on worlts that are at best mediocre and/or too obscure to
warrant such elaborate treatment. The large amount of plot suilunary and character
description in some of these essays is in itself a good indication that the critics in
question do not expect most readers to be familiar with these works. The body of
American Mennonite writing that can lay claiin to literary distinction is still very
small (and is not all that much larger in Canada) and of relatively recent vintage.
And while digging up earlier, less than memorable, attenlpts at creative writing may
be of some value in defining a Mennonite literary tradition, critics should also, I
would argue, make some attempt to place these works in their proper literary context. On the other hand, it is quite possible that these enlightened and talented
Mennonite critics will stimulate more good Mennonite writing in the years to come,
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so that, in another decade or two, the critics will have many good literary subjects.
Finally, while I know that literary evaluation of the hierarchical kind is not in
fashion in critical circles these days, it would be interesting to lcnow just how good
these Mennonite critics think U.S. Mennonite writing is when conlpared with American literature generally. A few of these essays hint at such comparisons, but most
of them focus rather narrowly on their subjects and lllalce few, if any, attempts to go
beyond their religious and ethnic aspects or to delve into the literary craft enlployed
by these writers. Perhaps doing so will be the next step in Mennonite criticism, a
step that may propel both critic and writer into a wider literary world.
A1 Rei~ner
Winnipeg, Manitoba

David Bergen, See tlze Clzild. (Toroilto: HarperCollins, 1999). Paper,
234 pp. $18.95.
Like the story of Job, Manitoba writer David Bergen's second novel poses the
question, what does a good and prosperous Inan do if he loses what he most loves?
As See the Cliild opens, Paul Unger, the second-generation owner of a profitable
furniture store in the small town of Furst, answers a lcnocking at his door to learn
that his teenaged son Stephen has been found dead in his neighbour's field, improbably drowned in the mud into which he has fallen on his way home drunk from
a party. Unger's well-stocked world, which has seemed until now to be "innocent,
as if this is how it was, is, and always will be," becomes "a swollen river with no
nleans to reach the other side." In his grief and guilt, Unger turns away from his
home, his work, his wife, his daughter, and his friends to live alone on his hobby
beekeeping fann. There appears to be the possibility that Unger will find a way back
to solid ground when Stephen's girlfriend Nicole returns to Furst with a child he
claims as his grandson. But, while he opens his house and heart to Nicole and Sly,
he must, finally, relinquish them, too.
Bergen explores Unger's situation through the traditional tenns of tragedy, isolating one man-and this is very much a novel about a ~nnii-against inlplacable and
ilnpersonal forces, what Unger at one point calls the "awful symmetry" of the world.
Less common is the nature of the loss Bergen talces as his subject. While Inany
tragedies focus on the dying of personal power, the leaving of a lover, or even the
passing of a parent, Bergen probes the botto~nlessdepths of pain of a father mourning a son for whom he has failed to make the world safe.
The structure Bergen has chosen for his novel beautifully conveys the dissociative condition of grieving. Many sections begin with accounts or announcements of specific events-linear time continues to pass in the world around Paul
Unger-and then spiral back through layers of memories, Unger's subjective sense
of time. For the reader, it is difficult to construct more than a tenuous sense of the

ti~neli~le
of the novel; a film hold 011 the sequences of causes and effects by which
we custolnarily anchor ourselves to nonnalcy give way here to the rhythms of
co~ll~nemoration.
Given the subject Bergen has chosen, one might expect rage or railing in his
prose. But Bergen renders despair rather as a delicate and tender pain: Paul Unger
feels the need and lo~lgillgof his wife and daughter even as he lnoves away fro111
them. Bergen explicitly contemplates and refuses the easy c o ~ n p e ~ ~ s a t iofo ~melols
drama. In the seque~lceof the novel set in Montana, Unger identifies Nicole's new
boyfi-iend Wyatt as the block to the retunl of his son's son. Unger briefly considers
playing the role of rescuer and avenger of Nicole and Sly, going so far as to buy a
gull to use against Wyatt. I11 the end, however, he buckles Sky carefully into the
seat of Wyatt's truck, choosing the best possibility for the boy's safety over futile
heroic gestures.
The large themes of Bergen's novel are inflected by the geographical and cultural landscape of small-town Manitoba. For example, when Unger first begins to
search for his son, he reflects, ironically, that the "flat earth" of his world is "fully
available and empty of surprises." The attention Bergen pays to the intricacies of
beelteeping and the special pleasures of swimming in gravel pits places the novel,
as well as pointing to its thelnatic concenls. It is clear that successful Mennonite
businessmen like Unger and his father have considerable power and prestige in t l ~ e
tow11 of Fusth. Because of his position, for example, U~igerlu~owsthat his behaviour and that of his family is the subject of interested conversatioil a~llollghis
neighbours.
These circui~lsta~lces
supply the texture of Bergen's novel, but he does not
write a Mennonite ~ ~ o v or
e l even a novel about a Mennonite man in any obvious
sense. Questions of cl~urchor cultural authority are absent fro111 Unger's search to
define "who he was and what he lulew." When Pastor Herb reads a few verses from
the Psalins and whispers a prayer, Unger can see only a dim reflection of his own
eye in his coffee cup. In a scene that is repeated several times in the novel, Unger
inetl~odicallyscrapes fi-om the beehives the propolis of previous years, the glue
~tsedby bees to stop up crevices in hives. The scene seems e~nble~natic
of Bergen's
procedure as a writer: he too is concerned to write a novel that does not find
formulaic answers to its difficult questioils in established religious, cultural, or
literaly traditions.
Perhaps because Bergen eschews exa~llinationof U~lger'sMennonitism, his
frequellt references to the ethnicity of the French people of the area are somewhat
jarring. While both Nicole and Lise are colnplex characters, the fact is that both
woinen and Daniel, who is also F r e ~ l cCanadian,
l~
are represented as glibly promiscuous. Both Nicole and Lise have fathers who drink too much. Because ethnicity
as a category is not inten-ogated here, these characterizations coine u~lco~nfostably
close to stereotypes of the feclcless ethnic other
But, this is a novel that co~lfinllsBergen as an acco~nplishedand inlportant
writer. It is also a courageous boolt. Children, says Paul Unger, "work their way up
to the heart" and then "they go away." There is no flinching here from the starkness
of those telms. The biblical stoly of Job ends with full restoration: not only does
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Job beconle twice as rich as he was before he was made a pawn in the contest
between God and Satan, but a new set of seven sons and three daughters neatly
replace those struck down at the beginning of his ordeal. In his extended meditation on inconsolable loss in this novel, David Bergen disputes the sufficiency of
such a concl~~sion.
Mavis Reinler
University of Winnipeg

Diane Driedger, The MerzrzorziteMndorirzn (Charlottetoull,PEI: Gynergy
Books, 1999). Paper, 89 pp. $10.95.
Benlice Friesen, Sex, Dentli, nrzd Nnlced Merz (Regina, SK: Coteau
Books, 1998). Paper, 86 pp. $8.95.
Audrey Poetker, Malakg sbnrzge to yozirself(Wimipeg, MB: Tunlstone
Press, 1999). Paper, 67 pp. $10.95.
The Canadian prairie coiltinues to spawn Mennonite poets who illunlinate for
us the pleasure and pain of being human. All three wolnen poets reviewed here
guide the reader into the realm of the personal, uncovering, each in her own way,
what's often kept private. For all three, the body becomes both subject and metaphor.
Despite its title, Diane Driedger's The Melzilo11iteMndo111zaforegrounds a male
figure. He is Johann Driedger, the poet's great-grandfather who, in 1908, was shut
out from his church in Saskatchewan. A series of p o e m recounts the events,
exposing both the Mennonite cl~urch'sextreme fear of worldliness and Johann
Driedger's feisty character. "Johann 1911" illustrates his outrage at the injustice: "I
will not be silenced/in my opposition1 will not accept/ no never accept1 their shunning."
Driedger's stubborn persistence in pursuing justice and his conflict with the
Mennonite church are reflected in the work of his poet-grandaughter, who, in a
different era and under different circumstances, also struggles with issues of justice, and what it means to be Mennonite. In poeins driven as inuch by lneinory as by
imagination, Driedger explores themes of growing up, abuse, illness and desire.
Sonle of the poeins are set in Trinidad where the author lived for a time and worked
with Wo~nenwith Disablilities.
In Driedger's unco~nplicatedpoelns the personal is often combined with sociopolitical co~lxnent:
how the light careens off
his face the way the cheekbones inch
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up to his eyes
coal and liquid oil black
I want to talk about the caress
of his long fingers along
illy body the satin reach
of tongue.
,...
I want to tallc about all this but
I'm Mennonite.
("on the body")
It's the male body that's exposed in Bernice Friesen's first poetry collection,
Sex, Death a77d Nalwd kIe17. The authority in these irreverent and visually vivid
poeins stems not so n~uchfrom vision as fi-om the poet's confidence and wit, a wit
that's sharp and soinetinles bitter. All lnaluler of patriarchal figures-God, Adam,
Darwin, Atlas-are targets of this wit: "Pull a man's penis/ and he'll unravel/ like a
sltein of wool./ It was so~llethiilgmy motller taught me ("Mae West Does Eve").
The poet is having f i n with the lllale member, and with sexuality in general, but she
also offers a serious critique of uilquestioned power and unexanlined attitudes.
But I found a very different talce in "Bathing N," a blunt, allllost mechanical,
description of a wonla11 caring for a handicapped male:
I've clipped your toenails
cut your hair
brushed your teeth
wiped your bum
worlced suntan lotion
into the fold of your lotus ear
aimed your penis into the toilet.
You have bitten rile on a w11in1
and I have mingled the wound
with blood and peroxide and
lift you up again.
The sinlple line that ends this excerpt lifts the scene into one of human kindness,
maybe even tenderness.
The female body, too, is unveiled. Breasts abound, nursing children, invaded
by cancer, luring and cradling lovers. The energy in these poellls derives from the
snlorgasbord of lively iinages that seen1 to coine naturally to Friesen, who is also a
visual artist and has written a novel for young adults.
Althougl~all three poets reveal the personal, it is Audrey Poetker, in her third
collection, ibIc1lii77g sircii7ge to yourselJ; who does so most unflinchingly, exposing
the rawness left by expeiieilces of love and loss. The self-exposure can be painfiil
for the reader, who might wish that less had been laid bare. But Poetker is a nature
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poet and lu~owshow to evolte emotion without beconling maudlin. Her poetic
sensibility is in tune with the sounds and rhythms of language that, slcilfully einployed, create the necessary mood:
How softly you quote Goethe
to me, when I an1 fiantic with grief,
a high note, a song not of sorrow,
how tenderly you suck clean
the sinallest wound on my finger.
("Loving")
Poetlter's growth as a poet is evident in poeins that picture the wonlan in a
variety of circumstances: travelling with a new lover, mal-ried to an older husband,
visiting her child's grave, confronting fear. Particularly poignant are the poelns that
deal with a woman's inability to have children. In "Mothers," the narrator imagines,
and even names, these never-to-be-born children:
Rebecca, serious, dark-haired Rebecca. Booltwonll. The plans
you had for her. And Gerald, ah Gerry, freclcle-faced son,
carefree singer of songs. Your desire hurts lilte a wound.
The prologue-story at the beginning of this book contains this sentence: "Just
breathing leaves scars so~netiinesand you cannot tell how nluch grief is yours."
Grief runs lilce a thread through this volume in which Poetlter gives less proininence
than in her two previous collections to Mennonite themes and more to probing the
unanswerable "whys" of life.
The final poem, "Song to be sung alone, in the dark," is a inusical listing of
places and possible ideas, ending with the words: "...finding/ idea of voice, of
nearly, home." This drew ine back to the prologue-story and its reference to the
search for "reason to go on living." This search is, in Poetker's work, fraught with
fear, not unrelated to the possibility of faith, and not yet completed.
All three collections will be welcomed by those who follow the developnlent of
Mennonite poetry in Canada.
Sarah Klassen
Winnipeg, Manitoba

Sarah Klassen, Dnrzger.ot~sElernerzts (Kingston: Quarry, 1998). Paper,
120 pp.
Sarah Klassen's fourth collection of poems, Darzgelazls Elenzerzts, reininds us
that we are never safe in this treacherous world. The book stasts off slowly, with
lyrical descriptions of pelicans, egrets, loons and snow geese, but danger lurlts

everywhere under the layers of beautifill language, and, as the boolt draws to a
close, it surfaces with shoclting and b~xtalclarity.
Klassen's title poem emphasizes the nlain thelne of the vol~ine,revealing the
illusory nature of an ordinary day in the dolllestic sphere. The speaker coolts a
1nea1, cautiously substituting low-fat cheese for Swiss, onlitting sugar, "my head
telling rile tolgo easy." Meanwhile, her friend rides a inountain bike down the
highway, through possible rain, headwind, traffic and icy pavement. The message
is clear: no nlatter how carefully we follow the recipe, or how rigorously we attempt
to order our lives, disaster may strike the ones we love at any moment. In her
exploration of this theme, IClassen once again proves herself a sltilled wordsmith, a
highly accomplisl~edpoet with a keen intelligence and an observant eye. She also
raises some distmbing questions about the dangerous nature of art, her own included.
The risky relationship between life and art provides the subject for nunlerous
pieces in this volume. In "reading at the underground cafe" and "The Heaven Art
and Book Cafe," Klassen describes two Winnipeg venues, famous anlong poets,
and links their architectural eccentricities with the paradoxical denlands of poetry.
As the names of these spaces suggest, The Underground is reached by a descending staircase and Heaven by an ascending one. Thus, Klassen plays with two
spatial metaphors for the creation of art: that it requires a descent into the underworld and yet it can also transcend the sly.
Many of the poenls offer responses to the work of various visual artists, including Aganetha Dyclc and Helene Dyck, and to museum displays. Klassen is fascinated by the transfo~nlationof life's dyna~llicmotion into static astifact. In "At the
ainber museum, Palanga, March 1997," the trapped insects in their "amber prisons"
become metaphors for hunlan lllonlents frozen in time. Imagine, Klassen urges us,
if "a sticky liquid rains gold over yo~illthenturns capricious, hardens into destiny."
The poenl reininds us that death is always a surprise. The small, twisted bodies of
the insects "wait involuntarily with blank expressions/lilte the rest of us, not for
release but for conti~luation:/oneInore sunrise."
IClassen has chosen to end this boolc with a series of poeins called "Singing at
the Fire (after the engravings of Dutch astist Jan Luyken, 1649-17 12)" Jan Luylcen's
work depicted the persecution of Anabaptist heretics, and this final section is
hoi-sific, co~nbiningsickening descriptions of torture and murder with an alnlost
perverse insistence on the beauty of the inal-tyrs' suffering. Aeltgen Baten's falling
body is described as a graceful thing: "a plumbline's perfect weight, plunged1
straight and sank." As she drowns, "Her y o u ~ ~cl~eelcs/bloomed
g
like tulips, a soft
south windlinade a sail of her skirts" ("Brides"). And as the ~ ~ ~ a r tare
y r sburned at
the stake, Klassen invites us to imagine "lascivious tongues of flamellicking your
skinlcaressing your quivering anns and legs" ("Repenting" 117). No thank you, I
thought, this is one fire at which I will not sing.
IClassen notes that Jan Luyken's artistic method was appropriate to his subject
matter: the needle, acid and copper plate of the etchings comprise the only lnediunl
allstere enough to depict "a song ton1 from between charred lipslthe way a sword's
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ton1 fl-om the heart" ("Astist and Medium"). Perhaps this is true. And perhaps it is
necessary to doculnent the beautifill 11~11nanityof the victinls in order to love them.
Neve~theless,the aestheticization of suffering is highly dish~rbing.
So the world, even the snug and cosy kitchen, is full of dangerous elements.
The line between life and death is slender and watery, and at any ~ n o ~ n eyou
n t might
slip through to the other side. Pel-haps it is true, also, that art is dangerous and
deceptive, tliat a carefully curved line can h ~ mour attention away fronl the tl11t11.
Why, in the full knowledge of pain and honor, do we celebrate beauty? In "Chopin
Cafe (in the afternoon)," Klassen seenls to offer an answer:
...Doggedly
the soul (no matter what the season
no matter how close death waits)
longs for water, sharp scent of pine,
one startli~lgglimpse of tlie blue heron
that great, ungainly wingspan
skirnnling the reeds.

Catherine Hunter
The University of Winnipeg

John Weier, Mnrshwnllcer: Nnt~~rnlist
Menloirs, illus. R~tdolp1-1
Icoes
(Winnipeg: Tu~llstonePress, 1998). Paperback, 183 pp. $17.95 Cdn.
In this book the author invites the reader to accolnpally him on his walks through
Oak Ha~lunockMarsh in Manitoba. Lilte all avid naturalists, John Weier draws the
reader's attention to the innu~nerablesights and sounds of a world that most city
dwellers have long since forgottell or have never experienced. At times the reader
is cliallenged by means of gentle but direct questioning: "Have you watched how
the nloriling passes? ...Have you watched how the earth reaches deep into the
horizon? ...Have you talten tlie time to kneel, [to] survey the co~lfere~lce
of frost 011
a stalk of slough grass? ...Have you caphlred the look of geese flying?" At other
times the author attempts to motivate his reader even further: "You call change your
way of loolting." Weier humbly collfesses that, at the age of foi-ty-five, lie also is
still lea~ningto see.
There is a wealth of encyclopedic knowledge on virtually every page, fascinating facts that naturalists love to share with those of us who are Inere novices. That
believed,
brood parasitis111alllong birds is Inore widely practiced than col~lli~o~ily
that grebes eat their own feathers or tliat spiders are tlie first living creatures to
ret~uxto a volcanic site are all highly interesting and valuable bits of information,
but they are not what give this chronicle its unique appeal. The peculiar chann of
this journal is to be found in the allnost i~lnocelltjoy it evokes as the authol; lilce the
mythical Adam, names the countless creatures lie encounters. The observations

recorded on a micro-cassette recorder while striding through wetland are dramatically conveyed by means of run-on and fragnented sentences. As he says at one
point, "My breath coines in jumps and starts."
In the transcriptions of his cassette recordings, Jolm Weier's accounts become
1nuc11more than a detailed co~nlnentaryon birds and animals. His descriptions are
frequently interspersed with co~ltelnplativestatements and provocative questions:
"I walk through time and the marsh ....What is it we'll need when we're old and ready
to die?" The writer is on a journey, trying to come to tenns with his place in the great
scheme of life, with his own mortality. His quest conles to have greater meaning and
brings more satisfaction when the joys and insights it provides can be shared with
special friends who are also named - Daryl, Jon, David, but above all his partner
Susan, who must confront her own mortality in her battle with cancer.
In Mal-sk%vnlkel-John Weier presents us with a constant interplay between
first-hand experience and what has been learned from boolcs. He begins his narrative by acknowledging his predecessors and mentors, in particular Henry David
Thoreau, but he also declares his independence and his readiness to strike out on
his own:
I suppose this has been tried often enough by other people - Hemy

Thoreau on the Concord and Merrimack Rivers, Peter Matthiessen in
the highlands of Nepal, pilgrims and travellers to Samarlcand....Still,
what's the use of their experience to me.
Nevertheless, what he has learned from reading Thoreau and others is not so
easily forgotten. Lilce Thoreau, Weier extols the virtues of the simple life. Lilce
Matthiessen, who sought the rare snow leopard, this writer often waits patiently,
sonletilnes in vain, to gain a fleeting view of an exotic bird. And like his predecessors he needs his readers: "You hope your words will reach an audience." He needs
to share his enthusiasm: "What a wonder-filled land ....Can heaven be any more
beautifill than our earth?"
The illustrations by Rudolph Koes add much to the appeal of this book. The
bibliography provides the reader with some of the author's sources, as well as some
interesting suggestions for further reading.
Peter Pauls
University of Winnipeg

Helen Litz, dir., Mennonite Children's Choir Concert. With Ben Heppner.
Centennial Concert Hall, Winnipeg, MB. 6 Oct. 1999.
You don't have to be a booster of Mennonite culture to acclaim Ben Heppner as
one of the great operatic tenors of our time. His international reputation continues
to soar with one success after another in the world's leading opera houses. And his
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rapid rise is all the nlore impressive when the modest and remote circulnstances in
which he grew up in B.C. are considered. The path to operatic stardoin n~usthave
seemed anything but clear to him early on.
Heppner's appearance with the renowned Mennonite Children's Choir under
the direction of Helen Litz at Winnipeg's Centennial Concert Hall on October 6,
1999, was a remarkable event in a number of ways. Sponsored by MEDA and World
Vision, this was a "~nalceup"concert for one that Heppner had been forced to cancel
two years ago. As he forthrightly infonned the audience: "When you're sick,
you're sick." That a singer with a schedule as full and demanding as Heppner's
would be willing to reschedule a missed date like this speaks well for his integrity
and sense of conllnitnlent to charitable causes.
One of the most impressive aspects of Ben Heppner's artistry is the trenlendous
range of his repertoire. Coinpletely at home in Italian opera, he has, in recent years,
been lnoving deeper into the vast reaches of Wagnerian opera. He is singing
Tannhiuset; Lohengrit?, Der Fliegeilde Hollinde~;Die Meistersinger veil
Niimberg, Pistall zrnd Isolde, and will soon be ready for the supreme test of a
heldentenor, the role of Siegfried in the Ring cycle. In addition, he is a superb
oratorio and Lieder singer and has enjoyed great success with Mahler's "Das Lied
von der Erde." He also de~nonstratedin this concert that he can sing with equal skill
the Russian songs of Racl~~naninov
as well as popular parlor songs by the "Schmaltz
Brothers," as he put it in his infonnal relnarlcs to the audience.
Inlpressive also is Heppner's mastery of languages (a talent for singing is not
always supported by an equal linguistic talent). He sang in Gennan, Russian,
French, Italian and English, a feat in itself, but what was even nlore amazing was the
way in which he changed vocal style and timbre for each of these languages. When
he sang the Raclunaninov songs he sounded like a Russian tenor, complete with the
sweetly floating top notes and the little catch in the voice Russian tenors like to use.
And, while his French sounded a bit Gennanized, his rendition of Massenet's "Adieu
donc, vain objets" from Herodiade was nevertheless convincing. Beginning with
Beethoven's lovely "Adelaide," this great tenor sang a long and varied progranl
that ended with five exquisitely rendered popular concert songs in English. It is
characteristic of Heppner that he would give an old encore chestnut like "Roses of
Picardy" the same passionate and soulful treatment he gave to the serious operatic
arias on his program.
The voice itself is an awesome instsunlent that gathered wannth and power as
the evening progressed. It is a large, resonant voice that produces a brilliant
seamless flow of sound up and down the register. And no matter how brilliant the
high notes, one was left with the feeling that this singer uses only the interest and
not the capital of his voice, as another famous singer once put it. Heppner's singing
was set off by the splendid playing of acco~npanistCraig Rutenberg, who is himself
a star in the musical firmament.
For many in the audience, I'm sure, the highlight of the evening was the utterly
chanlling way in which the tenor joined forces with the Children's Choir in the first
half. After singing a captivating medley of songs, the Choir, sensitively accompa-

nied by Dr. ICarin Redekopp-Edwards, conlbined with Heppner to produce a most
appealing visual and aural tableau that had the audience spellbou~ld. The nunlber
began with Heppner's soul-tingling singing of "Selig sind die Verfolgung leiden"
fro111 ICienzel's largely forgotten opera Der Ei~~lngeliilza~lil.
Surrounded by the
children, he then led them in a delightfi~lsinging lesson. Relaxed and amiable,
Heppner displayed not a trace of tenor egoisin in this benign and gently affectionate vocal interaction. And the audience loved it.
His down-to-earth manner was also evident in the chatty renlarlcs and jokes he
shared with the audience between numbers. Before singing Wagner's "Preislied,"
he joked that the audience had only been waiting ail hour and a half to hear him sing
it, instead of the five hours it would take if they attended the opera. And apropos
of MEDA and World Vision, he mentioned that he and his wife were now sponsoring their second child for World Vision, the first one having grow11 up.
Like many other ineinbers of the audience, l'm sure, I canle away from this
concert lu~owingthat I had been royally e~ltertai~led
by a consulnlnate vocal artist
who had revealed, both in his singing and in his personal manner, a depth of
passion and a wannth of personality and respect for his art few artists could match.
In the conling years Ben Heppner will reach the su~llinitof his career as the outstanding Wagnerian heldentenor of his ge~leratioiland perhaps the greatest since
Lauritz Melchior mesmerized operatic a~tdiencesin the first half of the century.
A1 Reiiner
Winilipeg, Manitoba

